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We should also recognize, however, our own errors and correct 
the widespread belief that only outside forces are to be blamed for 
our problems. The social debt, due to our neglect of health care, 
education, housing, and a regressive distribution of social product 
can only be imputed to our own social responsibility. This situation, 
which demanded special efforts to mitigate these problems, con 
tributed to transforming our energy companies into social policy or 

Since the oil crisis of the seventies, the regíon's countries have 
been changing their energy supply structure: they have been under 
taking important hydropower projects, initiating energy integration 
processes on the basis of shared hydropower resources, reducing 
global environmental impacts, improving the regulatory regime of 
rivers, promoting irrigation in arid and unproductive areas, develop 
íng new energy sources and technology, and substantially curtailing 
dependence on externa! energy. The exterrrál financia! debt that 
these projects and activities generated contrasts dramatically with the 
huge environmental debt that industrialized countries, the creditors 
of the abovementioned financia! debt, have incurred. Nevertheless, 
while we are paying with great difficulty the servicing of these finan 
cia! debts, at the cost of major sacrifices for society, no one has 
acknowledged responsibility for the global environmental debt. 

The present book, being issued on occasion of ENERLAC 96, 
provides a thorough discussion of energy integration and its feasibil 
ity for Latín America and the Caribbean. It brings together valuable 
energy information, stemming from over a year of work of data com 
pilation, analysis, and interpretation aimed at assessing the region's 
prevaillng trends, retrieving concepts that are still valid, and generat 
ing several new bold proposals whose evaluation will help to deter 
mine theír physical, economic, and financia! viability and which 
players must implement thern. 

Foreword 
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But the response to these integration processes is gradually dis 
playing progress in the region's insertion in international markets. 

Within this context and in view of the globalization process, the 
States began bloc integration processes aimed at mitigating the 
ímpact of international competition for which we were not yet pre 
pared, to avoid the disappearance of part of our industry, long accus 
tomed to energy subsidies, poor service quality, limited production 
scales due to small markets, and indiscriminate protectionism that 
also favored lowqualíty and noncompetitive production, compared 
to the rest of the world. 

Under these circumstances, in the early nineties, the region 
began a unique process: States were reformed or reorganized and 
energy companies were transformed to provide access to more eff ec 
tive means of próducing, distributing, and consuming energy. In 
addition, financing forms more in keeping with new options and fea 
sibility were made available. At the same time, the countries began 
to reorient their development objective toward persons, providing a 
clearer notion of the final goal of economic activities and especially 
energy activities. 

During the eighties, a period also called the lost decade, multi 
lateral banks reduced energy project financing. This led to lags in the 
timetables for ínstallíng facilities; along with the abovernentioned 
conditions, this induced rationing and energy impoverishment in 
terms of both quantiry and quality in severa! countries. 

sectoral promotion instruments, such as the use subsidized energy 
prices and tariffs, undermining their ultimate purpose and converting 
them into antieconomical units, with severe maintenance problems. 
In sorne cases, the companies' own resources have been insufficient 
to cover debtservice payments, and in others they have become 
extensions of public bureaucratic structures or suitable mediums for 
political nepotism. Without acknowledging these mistakes, ou r 
moral authority in the eyes of the rest of the world is unconvincing, 
and therefore our negotiating stance to substantiate our claims on the 
environmental debt is also unconvincing. 
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Although we believe that the time allocated for preparing the 
present topic has not enabled us to be as thorough or analytícal as 

The tapie of the present book was provided by the XXV 
Meeting of Ministers of the Energy Ministers of i'he Member States of 
OLADE. The Permanent Secretaríat's efforts to prepare the present 
publication were complemented by the member countries and inter 
national agencies , which supplied information, contributions on this 
matter from the Project Energy and Sustainable Development in Latin 
America and the Caribbean being conducted jointly by OLADE, 
ECLAC, and GTZ under the auspices of Germany, and the specifíc 
tasks carried out by the German Technical Cooperation Agency 
(GTZ). A study conducted by an independent institution of the 
region, the EnergyEconomic Institute (IDEE) associated to the 
Bariloche Foundation, was also involved in the implementing this 
project. 

The players in this process, governments, public and prívate 
companies should therefore come to an agreement to harmonize 
national energy policies with regional ones, on the basis of a com 
mon energy agenda that would first facilitate making voluntary com 
mitments stated in an Energy Charter for Latín America and the 
Caríbbean and then formalíze bínding obligations by means of an 
Energy Treaty. 

For this purpose, the future energy configuration of Latin 
America and the Caribbean should also tend toward the physical 
integration of potential sources, such as electricity and natural gas. 
Economic and financial assessments of these projects should be con 
ducted using a regional approach and aimed at ensuring longterm 
supply, on the basis of indigenous resources and potential, and 
inspired by a regional sustainable development approach to avoid 
falling once again under the shadow of energy rationing. 

These processes could make further inroads if higher amounts of 
energy were made available to the production centers of goods and 
services under lowcost and lowrisk supply conditions wíth ade 
quate environmental protectíorr. 
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Francisco J. Gutíérrez 
Executioe Secretary 

we would have wished and the editing may be somewhat deficient, 
we have preferred sacrificing perfection to provide a sound overview 
of the subject. Otherwise, we would have lost the opportunity to 
reach the reader in a relatively short time, in view of the speed of the 
changes taking place in the region. 
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Executive Summary 



The sustainable development process of each country and the 
region as a whole requires more electricity. To ensure this, innova 

. tive ideas are needed and the old dilemma of what comes first must 
be resolved. Without abundant, safe, reliable, and lowcost electric 
ity, it is not possible to think of ínstalling industries or of competitive 
industries or of investors willing to run commercial risks. The costs 
involved in making available the minimum capacity needed to meet 
current consumption levels, the enormous energy losses, rationing 
with the installation of auxiliary plants to back up production, and 
the uncertainty of whether or not there will be shutdowns and low 
quality service oblige most of the region's governments to find the 
means to provide this public service effícíently, fairly, and with a 
rnínímal environmental ímpact to ensure better supply conditions 
than have been available to date. 

From the specífíc viewpoint of the energy sector, although the 
region is quite rich in oíl, natural gas, and coal reserves and has con 
siderable hydropower potential, it is dramatically poor in terms of 
installed electric power generation capacity and therefore in terms of 
consumption. This is a variable that explains and underscores the 
regíon's sígnifícant lag compared to industrialized countries, as well 
as the poor living conditions and few competitive opportunities this 
implies. In this sense, suffíce it to see the linkage between electric 
power consumption and the degree of development in each case, 
even among the region's countries. P 

The breakup into selfprotected blocs that is apparent among 
índustrialízed countries and the barriers that sorne of them are erect 
ing in international trade will not facilitare the development process 
of Latin America and the Caribbean, unless greater eff orts are made 
to set up larger markets and to tie regional ínterests together by 
means of economic integration processes. lt is evident that the 
regíon's energy sector has a comparative advantage in terms of avail 
ability of primary energy. This gives it an excellent vantage poínt 
from which to face the challenge of largescale regional and herni 
spheric energy Integration and to províde benefits that are relevant 
for economic and social development. 

l. lntroduction 
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Investments in new capacity will require financing from díffer 
ent sources and using modalities that are different from those of the 

Energy integration processes require that projects be devel 
oped within a regional, subregional, and national perspective which, 
in addition to profitability, should ensure longterrn supply. Thus, the 
governments will have better fulfilled their responsibility of ensuring 
this public service for the dífferent socioeconomic groups. In tum, 
regional energy prospects should include the effects of these inte 
gration processes, which will certainly change the investment struc 
tures in each country. 

One of the ways to mitígate the deficiencies referred to above 
over the medium and long term is to foster energy íntegration 
processes right new, so that through the interconnections between 
countries and subregions we can gain access to existing surplus 
capacity and complementary hydropower, as well as the primary 
energy (oíl, natural gas and coal) and hydropower potential that 
would enable electricity to be generated at a lower cost and ensure 
supply for the different socioeconomic sectors. Although these inte 
gration processes will not suffice to halt, over the short term, the 
region's relatíve backwardness compared to the industrialized world, 
at least the disadvantages will be reduced with the possibility of a 
safer supply and electrification of the society and more energy avail 
ability, to thus achieve a more competitive industry on international 
markets. 

Several countries will have to decide, however, whether they 
should continue with the concept of national energy autonomy, 
which involves large investments for exploration, identification of 
energy potential, and capacity creation, or replace it with regional 
energy autonomy. If a consensus on this last approach were to be 
reached, agreements could be drawn up to revert the abovernen 
tioned lags on the basis of greater regional solídaríty. 

As part of this process, oil and products, natural gas, and coa] 
are no less important. Their relevance for electric generation, the 
transportation sector, and industrial and agricultural use also under 
score the need to guarantee their supply within the region. 
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From a more general perspective, energy integration should be 
taken into consideration for national sustainable development strate 
gies. Economic growth, social equity, and environmental protection 
are dimensions of sustainable development that should be enhanced 
individually, without jeopardizing the others. Within this context, 
the countries, in establishing regional energy policy guidelines, 

The region's public and privare power and oil cornpaníes are 
also represented by regional nongovernmental energy institutions, 
such as the Reciproca} Assistance of Latin American Oil Companies 
(ARPEL), the Regional Electric Power Integration Commission (CIER) 
and the Central American Electrification Council (CEAC). However, 
interactions still need to be prometed to expahd regional coopera 
tion and to allow prívate enterprise in the sector, from service con 
tractors and equipment manufacturers to independent energy pro 
ducers, to increasingly participate and influence this sector's deci 
sions in sorne countries, in keeping with guidelines set by the gov 
ernments. The incorporation of new players in this activity should be 
considered in all links of the energy chain, including energy integra 
tion. OLADE has therefore begun a process of change aimed in that 
direction, at the specific behest of the Meeting of Ministers. 

OLADE, as the regíon's public energy forum, is an extension of 
the energy ministries of the region's member countries. It has expe 
rience in providing advisory services in its member countries, imple 
menting internatíonal cooperation agreements, conducting regional 
studies, and setting up forecasting and information systems support 
ed by the countries. This Organization provides adequate support 
for studies on project development and integration processes 
between the subregions. In addition, it is a natural forum to 
exchange experiences and implement regional energy integration 
agreements. 

past. The financia! engineering required for the current funding of 
new projectsparticularly with regard to electric power generation 
and transport and the dístributíon and transport of natural gasis 
highly sophisticated and complex. Therefore, those countries requir 
ing these new forms of financing should use as a reference the expe 
rience of other countries in the region and broaden their knowledge. 
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These new integration initiatives are characterized by strong 
subregional consolidation trends and the chaotic proliferation of 
bilateral agreements which, although implying more market liberal 

Contrary to the first integration initiatives during the sixties, 
which gathered momentum within a protectionist context, and to 
overcome domestic market constraints and accounts imbalances 
characterizing the industrial substitution model, the new agreements 
are taking place within a framework of growing openness of nation 
al economies. 

The main trends or characteristics that stand out are the fol 
lowing: 

Integration initiatives within Latín America and the Caribbean 
have increased notably during the last few years. In addition to the 
rerie.;al of existing subregional integration agreements, namely, 
theCentral American Common Market (MCCA), THE Andean Group 
(GRAN), the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), and the Group of 
Three (G3), 'others have been established, such as the Southern 
Common Market (MERCOSUR). At the same time, over 20 bilateral 
agreements have been entered into since 1986. 

1 • Economic integration 

Below we present a surn.mary of the main conclusions drawn 
from the situation descríbed above. We wíll tackle separately issues 
ínvolvíng the economic and energy integration of oil and products, 
natural gas, coal, and electricity, and finally the role of OLADE in 
regional and hemispheric energy integration processes. 

11. Conclusions and Recommendations 

could find a way of reconciling national energy policies with the pol 
icy of energy integration, thus facilitating integration processes. 
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Even when higher intraregional trade is coupled with an 
increase in energy trade and integration initiatives, this <loes not 

Since the end of the eighties, strong trade expansion was noted 
within the region, particularly in those countries comprísing certain 
blocs (except in the CARJCOM area). This tendency, however, 
seems to have been more due to the combined effect of more open 
ness, decided unilaterally, and to the use of advantages stemming 
from geographical proximity or natural complementation opportuni 
ties, than to impacts of the agreements themselves. 

The new integration ínitiatives reflect theexístence of more 
sectoral agreements. They mainly involve industry and the agricul 
tura! sector and, in general, emphasize certain general trade agree 
rnents restrictions more than agreements on common strategies. 

Obviously, the unilateral openness policies that predominare in 
the area tend to facilitare attaining the objective of subregional trade 
liberalization. In this sense, all treaties include a tímetable for the 
progressive elimination of obstacles to the intrabloc trade proposed, 
with exceptions or special treatment granted to certain products. As 
a single externa! tariff has still not been adopted, more flexible crite 
ria or standards would have to be set to ensure this trade liberaliza 
tion. 

As for subregíonal blocs (MCCA, GRAN, CARICOM, MERCO 
SUR and G3), they have proposed ambitious integration objectives 
that go beyond mere liberalization to intrabloc trade, in an attempt 
to achieve the status of a custorns union or even a common rnarket. 
However, in spíte of growing macroeconomic stability inthe area, in 
no case has the objective of a common external tariff been achieved. 

ization than in the past, could eventually obstruct more thorough 
regional integratíon. The term "open regionalism," coined by the 
Economic Cornrnission for Latin America and the Caribbean 
(ECLAC), reflects the characteristics of this trend, where agreements 
based on positive terms have been replaced by those based on neg 
ative lists (except for free trade agreernents). 
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There is an uneven distribution of primary energy reserves in 
the region, and certain comparative advantages can be noted among 
the subregions. In terms of magnitude and · geographical location, 
the subregion of the Andean Group is the one with the bese position 
in terms of oil, natural gas and coal. By contrast, however, the MER 
COSUR or Southern Cone subregion is the first among the other sub 
regíons in terms of electric power generation, with an important 
hydropower component due to the lack of hydrocarbons and the 
large concentration of hydraulic potencial in this subregion. In 
Central America, the progress achieved in electric interconnections is 

The region's electricity consumption (500 KWh/inhabitant} is 
substantíally lower than that of industrialized countries (5,000 
KWh/inhabitant). In the region's countríes, the informal economy 
has reached highly sígnifícant levels that are not always taken into 
account when forecasting both demand · and the energy required to 
ensure better living conditions for the population as a whole. This 
situation has led to small nacional markets and a low generation 
capacity that generally responds to the needs of the formal economy. 

Primary energy sources (oil, natural gas, and coal), as well as 
the hydropower potential, are sufficiently abundant to induce eco 
nomic growth. InsuFficient electric power generation capacity and 
limíted gas productíon infrastructure, however, are major obstacles 
to development. 

Latin América and the Caribbean have an energy situation that 
could contribute substantially to improving the international com 
petitiveness of their national industries and ensuring the region's sus 
tainable development. 

2. 1 Assessment 

2. Regional and Hemispheric Energy lntegration 

seem to be a direct or exclusive result of strategies established in the 
treaties or agreements. 
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Coa/ is another energy source that has been forecast to give 
greater ímpetus to the region's energy trade, as producing and 
importing countries find the way to finance reconversion costs for 
clean uses. Thís would contribute to rationalizing and diversifying 
the energy balance of the countries and, in the case of oilproducing 
countries, would free an important volume of fuel oil to be exported 
to other regions. 

As for natural gas, the Andean Group has the híghest amount 
of resources, with a privileged location in the region for its trading 
with Central America, similar to the situation encountered with the 
reservoirs in southern Mexico. The Andean Group is also a potential 
supplier for MERCOSUR, from Venezuela to Belívía and Peru. A 
study of these aspects needs to be conducted for the region's coun 
tries to optímíze supply and channel prívate investment to projects 
aimed at ensuring supply security over the long term. Lower natur 
al gas transport capacity in the region is one of the main reasons for 
low consumption. 

Regarding oíl products, one can see that in most countries pro 
cessing capacity is not adapted to the consumption structure; 
because of this there are surpluses and shortages of oíl products that 
are traded within the regían, although at high freight costs. A project 
aimed at studying the problems that arise from underoptímízation in 
the use of refinery capacity on the region's market could provide 
good opportunities far investments in process units, the relocation or 
installation of new refineries. Thus, business opportunitíes would be 
compatible with the region's longterm supply security objectives. 

With respect to oil, the Andean Group and Mexico have con 
siderable potential, with a good chance to create suitable conditions 
for regional supply security. The differences in the regional dístríb 
ution of reserves and consumption provide broad potential for com 
plementation. 

creating the conditions needed to ensure electric power supply secu 
rity for the subregion. 
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MERCOSUR and the Andean Group have been the most 
dynamic regions with regareis to this new scheme, giving priority to 
exports to other countries within the same subregion. A similar trend 
can be seen in the MCCA, which although it is a net importing sub 
region has increased the countries' export shares between the coun 
tries of the same subregion, as has been the case of gasolines, diesel 
oil, fuel oil, LPG and asphalts. In these subregions, it is apparent that 
there are sígnífícant trade flows within subregional blocs. 

These incipíent regional integration processes have created 
energy trade currents with a major hike in exports of oil and prod 
ucts, as well as coal, in the region's countries. The largest increases 
starting occurring as of 1990, when trade was redirected to the 
regional market, with regards to the exports of the abovementioned 
products. This has been possible, in part, due to assistance of finan 
cia! institutions such as the Andean Development Corporation (CAP) 
and the Latín American Export Bank (BLADEX). 

Prívate enterpríse will find more and more opportunities with 
in this process to invest capital and technology, as is already occur 
ring in sorne countries that have established a total openness or like 
others that are complementing state supply with private supplies. 

With respect to electric pouer, the abovementioned low gen 
eration capacity can be partially offset by subregional interconnec 
tions, which would allow hydrological complementation and the use 
of exístíng surplus capacitíes, whether shared or not, whose costs 
would thus be better distributed. The subregional and regional inte 
gration processes will create large markets with the expansion of 
transmission lines. Seasonalities could be compensated more effec 
tively; hydrocarbon price fluctuations could also be neutralized by a 
safer supply that would not depend exdusively on thermal sources; 
better use would be made of the total installed capacity by supplying 
the peak demands scaled over time; idle capacities could be 
employed without havíng to transfer the cost overruns to users, and 
electric power supply would shed its rnonopolistic character, as elec 
tricity becomes a negotiable good on the continent. 
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Energy integration processes should have a regional scope. 
Studies should be conducted consídering the region as a whole, that 
is, after a series of analyses of the interconnections and gas pipelines 
both between subregions and within them, to finally detect the prob 
lems in the national interconnected systems or in the natural gas 

Thus, the need to reformulate energy prospects as a result of 
integration policies between or within the blocs and to study the 
shared use. of each country's natural resources, free trade through 
energy transport, the use of shared reservoirs and hydraulic 
resources, water rights and rightsofway, the harmonization of reg 
ulatory processes, and the elimination of tariff and nontariff barriers 
has emerged. 

Beyond the bilateral and subregional agreements, there is evi 
dence of energy integration between the blocs that tends to favor 
regional integration. The most recent evidence is the series of agree 
ments and studies taking place in the G3 and which, in the energy 
sector, has led to an electric power interconnection project between 
three blocs: NAFfA, Central America, and GRAN, although within 
sorne of them there has still has been no majar advanée in terms of 
interconnections. Likewise, the CIER studies on electric power inter 
connections in South America advocate the integration of GRAN, 
MERCOSUR, and Chile in one big ring that would optimize exístíng 
hydropower capacities and would grant priority to projects whose 
implementation by individual countríes alone could not be justífíed, 
The Central American Electric Interconnection System (SIPAC), 
although it is subregional, will eventually enabíé ínterblock inter 
connections. 

2.2 Perspectives 

These commercial trends, which do not depend on fixed net 
works, highlight the potential that electricity and natural gas have as 
regional physical integration processes intensify, with the elimina 
tion of prevailing barriers in the region regarding trade, regulatory 
frameworks, mobility of productive factors and capital flows. 
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In Central America, although there are dífferent institutional sít 
uations, since sorne of the refíneries are privately owned whereas 
others are state property, it would be worth analyzing sorne of the 
integration possibilities, such as the joint purchase of crude oil 
and/or oíl products required by domestic markets, to obtain better 
prices than they are a ble to individually, or the possibility of building 
a refinery to supply the requirements of the entire Central American 
market, owned joíntly through a joint venture between the countries 
and prívate companies. Although there are geopolitical difficulties 

With regards to oil production, in addition to the abovemen 
tioned partnership between YPF of Argentina and ENAP subsidiaries 
in Chile, we can rnention the participation of privare Argentine com 
panies in marginal areas of Venezuela. 

Oíl and prodacts. In exploration what stands out are the joint 
projects between PEMEX of Mexico and RECOPE of Costa Rica, as 
well as with Cuba. YPF of Argentina has also conducted explorato 
ry work in Ecuador and is searching for hydrocarbons wíth PETRO 
BRAS of Brazil and wíth the ENAP Chile subsidiaries. In the latter 
case, this has led to the joint exploitation of a reservoir in Argentina. 
Also noteworthy is the work of PDVSA of Venezuela and PETRO 
BRAS of Brazil, geared to establishing a joint petroleum and natural 
gas exploratíon and production cornpany. 

The main actions carríed out in each activity and that could lead 
to further or new actions are the following: 

transport networks. In tum, the viability of hydropower generation 
enterprises that have been identified should be established, or the 
generation alternatives and natural gas potentials and reserves. 
Thus, the projects will become the framework of reference for pub 
lic and private investors or their partners, enabling the implementa 
tion of concrete transmission and generation or gas pipeline projects. 
Thís analysís would be even more consolidated íf, in addition, the 
projects were to consider the interdependence between dífferent 
energy sources, to optimize Ieastcost supply. Within these condi 
tions it would be possible to increase the region's competitiveness, at 
least with regard to energy inputs. 
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MERCOSUR ·.· supply forecasts, based on the potential of 
Argentina, Bolivia and Peru, points to certain weaknesses that will 
become apparent over the medium term, due to the rather exagger 
ated assumption that 100% of the natural gas potential will be dis 
covered. The supply from Venezuela, presumably toward Manaos, 
Brazíl, for an interconnection with a Brazilian gas pipeline to .Sao 

With regard to natural gas, the interconnection between the 
countries of the Ríver Plate Basin and Chile would facilitate the 
development of a subregional market, through a gas pipeline net 
work that enable trade under advantageous conditions. 

The trade of technological and managerial .eapacíty could lead 
to an exceptional flow between the state oil companies of Mexico, 
Brazil, and Venezuela and prívate companies in Argentina and com 
panies in countries with relatively lower petroleum development. 

Trade involving the purchase of equipment and materials for 
the oíl industry, amounting to about US$7 billion a year, with almost 
40% of it coming from outside the region, is another aspect that mer 
its attention. 

The San jose Accord was established between the Central 
American countries, Mexico and Venezuela, as a consequence of the 
high oil costs for oilimporting countries stemming from the oil price 
hike during the two oil shocks of 197374 and 197980. Although the 
oilimporting countries included in this agreement were initially able 
to ensure their supply of crude oil and the facilities specified therein 
during a period of scarcity and high prices, the subsequent oil mar 

. ket situation later rendered the agreement less attractive. In any 
case, this type of agreement can be a model to be followed, refined, 
and applied in future. To encourage intraregional trade of oil and 
products, however, it is important to include innovating mechanisms 
in the contracts to enable a reliable and stable provision that fosters 
these intraregional exchanges. 

wíth this alternative, a study showing the economic convenience of 
such a decision, in comparison with continuing with current condi 
tions, could provide the elements needed to surmount that difficulty. 



The Central American Isthmus power systems that are current 
ly interconnected in two blocs are waiting for the interconnection 
between Honduras and El Salvador or between Guatemala and 

With regard to :electricity, shared hydropower developments 
under the current sc'fieme have rnade a rnajor contribution to inte 
gration. As a result of sígnifícant technological breakthroughs in elec 
tríe power transport, especially híghvoltage power over long dis 
tances, not only national hydropower potentials but also other forms 
of power generation, have rnade an important contribution to ener 
gy integration. 

In additíon, the interconnection between hydropower projects 
of different water basins will help to mitigate the random nature of 
rainfall and further foster integration possibilities or, as can be seen 
between Argentina and Brazil, complement the respective surpluses 
of therrnal and hydropower capacity. Closing links in South America 
would envísage a future large interconnection between the Brazilian 
centralsouth and northeastern systems, extended to Manaos and 
Guri in Venezuela, which would allow linking the Andean and 
Atlantic zones. The link between Peru and the centralsouth of Brazil 
through Bolivia would clase this big ring and allow the optimization 
of the hydropower resources in South America, both with regards to 
the better use of the dimatic and time zone variations as well as with 
the better use of the equipment. 

As for coal, in view of the availability of Colombian coal that is 
apt for the iron and steel industry and the requirements of Argentina 
and Brazil for thís type of use, it would be advísable to establish bilat 
eral supply agreements to increase the regional trade. 

As has been indicated, the GRAN countries, due to their loca 
tion in the continent, are in a privileged position to market the abun 
dance of available natural gas, taking advantage of the huge trade 
opportunities for MERCOSUR and Central American markets. 

Paulo, will allow greater coverage than that estimated for the MER 
COSUR supply, ensuring supply security for the region's countries 
for a long period of time. 
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In addition to fínancing difficulties, leading to delays in starting 
up previously scheduled projects, there are other difficulties arising 
from the investments required by development programs to meet 
marginal urban needs and the needs of isolated communities in 

Within the Latín American and Caribbean electric power sector 
there are new forms of financing that are already being applied. 
However, these new schemes are limited to mediumsized projects, 
typically about 100 MW of thermal generation. Larger projects being 
implernented are still being implemented under a conventional 
financia! scheme. In most countries there are still quite a few barriers 
to the prívatecapital ínvolvement and its range of options. 

3. lnvestments and financing 

• . Toward more coordination in the use of the primary resources and 
in planning the expansion of the respective electric systems. 

• Toward more multilateral cooperation between the countries 
sharing developments in a same basin, exploring the possibilities 
offered by the coordinated management of cascade reservoirs and 
the benefits that derive from the further regulation of the basin. 

• Toward the joint operation of the generator park of those systems 
that are already interconnected. 

Electric integration could be strengthened in several senses: 

Finally, the power systems of Mexico and Colombia have 
attained a hígh level of national integration, in which the main 
regional electric subsystems of each country are already intercon 
nected. Here we can see two pales that would allow the intercon 
nection between North and South America, going through the 
Central American isthmus. 

Honduras to close up the system, thus ensuring supply for this sub 
region. 
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Although the issue of energy as a rule is essential for broad 
commercial, industrial and economic integration processes, the 
Ministers of Energy are not participating directly in all of the organi 
zations or working groups where energy integration is being dis 
cussed and initiatives and decisions being taken. The same occurs 
with their participation in the region's energy organization. Because 
of this, the Iínkage between national energy policies and subregion 

There is a wide variety of different international agencies 
involved in resolving regional energy issues. It is therefore important 
to ensure a more adequate division of the work, create a suitable 
communication network and complementary information systems to 
coordinare operations. 

4. lnstitutional aspects 

Energy integration processes in the region are thus a means to 
revitalize energy supply with hydropower, facilitare the penetration 
of natural gas in the subregions, restructure the capacity of the 
refineries, and find new technologies for the clean use of coal. The 
attractiveness of these projects for the countries, utilities and financ 
ing agencies could lead to a new approach to regional supply, one 
that would be more in tune with sustainable development objectives. 

The fact that the finandal problems of electric power utilities 
have led to a resurgence of thermal generation, within a framework 
of innovative schemes, means that these forms are not neutral in 
environmental terms. The installation and operation of small and 
mediumsized thermal generation units, especially diesel plants for 
base load, in spite of their economic and environmental inferiority 
over the long term, leads us to conclude that certain new forms of 
financing in the electric sector do not contribute and are not enough 
to meet sustainable development requirements. 

terms of health, education, housing, social infrastructure, and the 
more sophisticated forms of electricityintensive consumption that 
accompany economic growth. 



As for OLADE, it was able to establish ties with public and prí 
vate organizations for new projects in the region, focusing on the 
issues referred to above. As a result, a series of project proposals 
were prepared and submitted to public and prívate organizations 
from Europe, the United States and the region itself. 

The theme of the Second Energy Conference of Latin América 
and the Caríbbean (ENERIAC 95) was Energy Integration and 
PrívateSector Participation. This was a propitíous occasion because, 
in addition to technical discussions, there were new opportunities for 
energy negotiations in the private sector, which prometed this event, 
with OLADE playing an important role in fostering expectations. 

, 
5. The role of OLADE within regional and hemispheric 

integration processes. 

Physical integration (oíl and gas pipelines, electric intercon 
nections) is of prímary ímportance for givíng ímpetus to regional 
energy trade. However, projects are analyzed individually, without 
ensuring the supply of each nonrenewable source over the Iong 
term and without studying alternative sources in the event of their 
depletion. 

It seems that, within sorne internacional organizations, there is 
more political and operational coherence with respect to subregion 
al and regional integration. This would seem to contradict the com 
mitments made by the region's Heads of State regarding hernispher 
ic integration. 

Sorne of the organizations within which integration policies are 
being discussed and decided on do not deem that energy and ener 
gy integration are relevant issues, which means that lowcost energy 
is ignored as a factor to be considered in increasing the internation 
al competitiveness of the subregions. 

al and regional energy integration processes is apt to be incongruent, 
thus becoming an obstacle to these processes. 



In view of the above, it seems important for member countries 
to draw up an initial agreement without any binding legal obligation, 
referred to as the Energy Charter for Latín Ameríca and the 
Caribbean, to provide a common framework of reference to harmo 
nize the national energy policies of each country with the region's 
overall energy policy, including energy integration processes. This 
would facilitate financing schemes from international financial instí 
tutions, promote capital investment without undermining the ínter 
nal legislation of each country, and permit the use energyefficient 
technologies essentially for the purpose of supporting the develop 
ment of the projects required by the regíon in that sector. These 
actions should · eventually lead to the establishment of a Energy 

More recently, the Surnmit of the Americas made cornmitments 
to carry out a series of common energy actions. The Presidents of the 
Group of Rio made)t clear in their Quito Declaration of September 
1995 that it recognizes the need to use regional energy sources as a 
priority. There is therefore a consensus that regional and hemí 
spheric energy cooperation should be fostered by implementing 
plans and programs that are compatible with national strategies and 
as· an instrument to achieve sustainable development objectives. 
Within this context, OLADE by virtue of its standing as the region's 
energy forum representing the energy ministers of the member coun 
tries, seems to be the appropriate instrument to coordinate and 
implement whatever common actions the Meeting of Ministers 
decides to undertake to reach these objectives. 

These projects, however, are not the result of an isolated inter 
est of OLADE. They arise from concerns expressed in different 
Organization activities financed by UNDP, IDB, World Bank, 
European Union and member countries, as well as the results stern 
ming from the ECLACOLADE agreement, sponsored by the German 
Technical Cooperation Agency (GTZ). On the basis of case studies 
conducted in Chile, Colombia and El Salvador, the latter project was 
able to identify those aspects involved in matching energy and devel 
opment policies and achieving a convergence of these policies with 
a regional energy policy that would accompany economic integra 
tion processes. 



Thus the groundwork will have been created, through agree 
ments between Energy Ministers of the member countries, to favor 
energy integration in the region and foster the priva tesector interests 
and intemational cooperation efforts to ensure trade and investments 
using a sustainable development approach. 

Charter Treaty, which would be legally binding and help to ínsert the 
energy sector into the economic integration process. 
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Finally, section VIII presents a summary of condusions and 
recommendations derived from the previous sections. 

Section VII provides guidelines for a regional energy policy, to 
identify the elements that should be considered far a Latín American 
Energy Charter. 

p 

Section VI identifies the international, regional, and subregíon 
al government and nongovernmental organizations involved in ener 
gy issues, and provides considerations on the relationship between 
national, regional and hemispheric energy policies. 

In section V, new forms of financing for investments in the 
energy sector are analyzed, as well as theír possible implications for 
energy integration projects. 

Section IV reports on the energy integration projects and their 
perspectives, based both on information provided by the Member 
Countries and found in the Organízation's archives. 

Section III is a diagnosis of the energy integration situation in 
the region, using as a reference the reserves, production and con 
sumption of oil and products, natural gas, coal and electricity, and of 
the íntraregional trade of these energy sources. 

In section 11 the effects of globalization and of the formation of 
blocs on regional and hemispheric integration are analyzed. 

This document has been prepared by the Permanent Secretariat 
according to the instructions given at the XXV Meeting of Ministers, 
held in Trinidad and Tobago in November of 1994. 

l. lntroduction 
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Free competition in expanded markets is gradually substituted 
by the use of proeectíoníst practices within the sphere of the blocs, 
protected by tariff and nontariff barríers, which can be explained by 
the fact that competition is not compatible with certain geopolítica! 
needs dueto the sociocultural differences between nations, the polit 
ical pressures of influential economic groups or economic spaces 
that for strategic reasons need to be gíven priority. 

1.1 Tbe current situation: A global study of international geopol 
itics points to a world that tends to consolidate itself gradually in sub 
regional, regional and hemispheric blocs. The globalization process 
that favors multilateral trade is giving way to a new conception of 
large geographiceconomic blocs that are more autartíchal, set with 
in strong políticalstrategíc approaches. 

1. The framework of reference 

11. The effects of globalization and of the forma· 
tion of blocs on regional and hemispheric inte· 
gration 
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l. European Unlon (EU): Germany, Austria, Belgiurn, Denrnark, Spain, finland, france, Greece, 
Holland, Italy, Ireland, Luxernbourg, United Kingdom, Portugal, Sweden. 

2. Association of Soulh East Asían Nations (ASEAN): Brunei, Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singa¡iore, Thailand, Vietnam. 

3. Newly industralized countries (NICs): Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan. 
4: The Pacific Economíc Cooperation Council (PECC): Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Ganada, Chile, 

China, Colombia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, 
Philippines, South Pacific Forum Island Nat1ons, Russía, Singapore, Chinese Taípei, Thailand, the 
United States and Vietnam. 

5. Soulhem African Development Coordination Conference ·(SADCC): Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Zambla, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Tanzania, Namibia. 

6. Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR): Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. 
7. Andean Group (GRAN): Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela. 
8. Central American Common Market (MCCA): Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador and 

Guatemala. 
9. Group ofThree (G3): Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela. 
10. Caribbean Common Market (CARICOM): Antigua, Barbuda, Barbados, Guyana, Trinidad & Tobago, 

Dominica, Grenada, St. KittsNevisAnguilla, St. Lucia, Se. Vincent, Jamaica, Montserrat, Grenadines, 
Belize and Suriname. 

11. North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA): Canada, the United States of America and Mexico. 

1.2 Perspectiues: Toward the year 2005, it is expected that there 
will be an expansion of the large world blocs: .... 

Wíthin the American continent, the largest blocs are: the 
Southern Cornmon Market, 6 the Andean Group,? the Central 
American Common Market.s, the Group of the Threé,? the Common 
Caribbean Market'v and the North América Free Trade Agreernent.t! 
The characteristics of these blocs will be described in the following 
sections. 

Among the latter, one can note a clear trend toward ensuring 
energy security through diversification in the use and savings of the 
different energy sources, rationalization of oil imports, contingency 
mechanisms and a renewed protectionism that privileges renewable 
and nonrenewable energy sources located in the territories of those 
countries forming the blocs or in those that have a comparative 
advantage. · 

An analysis of these processes shows that these blocs are still 
not consolidated, that they are still in formation, and are distributed 
geographically in Europe,1 Asia,2 3 the Pacífíc' and South África> 
(Figure 1). 
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The globalization process that favors multilateral, open and 
competitive trade, with a tendency to generalize market freedom, 
has been advocated by the GATT and coincides with a politically and 

The region has experienced the effects of two sequential 
processes over time, both of them well differentiated in the rest of 
the world: globalization and the formation o/ blocs. 

2. The effects of globalization and of the formation of 
blocs on regional integration 

Other economic spaces observe che process without reaching a 
defined position. 

• South African Area, where trade agreements will be consolidated. 

• The Americas Free Trade Zone, which would try to be consolidat 
ed by the year 2005, uniting the Yukon wíth Tierra del Fuego, 
according to the commitments made in the Summit of the Americas 
(1994). 

• The Pacífíc bloc, where Austria and New Zealand, Ja pan, Southeast 
Asia and che western part of the American continent will try out par 
ticularly intense commercial relations, within a free trade context. 

• Japan and the recently industrialized Southeast Asia, wíth a possible 
redirecting of its trade with the West to che markets of Russia and 
China. 

• The European Union, with the foreseeable inclusion of Turkey and 
its expansíon to Eastem Europe. Also expected is the continuation 
of preferential relations with countries of colonial origín, like those 
from Subsaharan Africa, the Lower Antilles in the Caribbean and 
Polynesia, and with sorne subregions in Latin America. 
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economically neto conceptual framework that gives a different con 
tent to the development ideas and practice of each country in Latin 
America. This coincidence in both aspects points qualitatively in the 
same direction, although with different intensities, in every country. 
In politics one can see the predominance of the StateSociety con 
cept over the StateGovernment, which facilitates the growing con 
solidation of democratic and social participation processes. There is 
a more dynamic legislative process and more effectiveness of the 
juridical guarantees, along with more intemational credibility of the 
better compliance of commitments assumed, which tends to reduce 
the country and regional risks. 

At the same time, transcendental changes have taken place that 
are affecting the economic structure of the countries, due to: 

• The retum of economic liberalism, more legal guarantees for the 
prívate ownership of property, a greater economic involvement 
by prívate players, the gradual restoration of market forces as a 
means to set prices and allocate economic resources. 

• The substitution of centralized planning for decentralized plan 
ning, based on the prospects of the framework of reference and 
on the viability of financing. 

• The redefinition of the role of the State, trying to relocate it more 
as an arbiter and less as a player withín the"économic scenario. 
This has involved the modernization or privatization of state com 
panies, in an attempt to achieve more productive efficiency and 
therefore more national and international competitiveness, reduc 
ing state investments and decentralízíng national functioris toward 
the provinces and municipalities. 

• The crisis of economic models based exclusively on protected 
domestic markets that led to liberalization and the search for 
mechanisms to facilitate international competition. 

The conceptual framework that has been described and the 
globalization process have a dírect influence in sorne countries on 
the State reform processes under way through the concrete partici 
pation of prívate companies. This has taken place in a particularly 



The integration process in Latin Ameríca and the Caribbean is 
not, like the case of Europe, the result of a predetermined wiH on the 
part of the governments of a series of countries, nor like the Asían 
case, the result of a model of chained technological transfers. Rather, 
it is the consequence of a series of practica! relations where the prí 
vate sector and the governments interact together, creating a nor 
always foreseeable dynamic and that has involved an interaction 
between the following elements at stake: 

• Within the blocs, the barriers that hindered or limited the expan 
sion of the multinational companies, their productive integration 
strategies and the possibility of them taking root in countries with 
large natural resources become more flexible. 

• The blocs tend to consolidare themselves and an attempt is made 
within them to simulate the characteristics of the free trade mar 
ket, whereas outside of them the protectionist practices are rein 
forced. 

• Open models are reoríented toward markets formed into blocs or 
macro blocs, where national protection changes to the concept of 
a broader subregíonal protection. 

In tum, the extraregional bloc formation process leads, in 
Latin America and the Caribbean, to new efforts to protect itself from 
the new forros of the international market. The creation of subre 
gional blocs appears as a protection mechanisms that the govem 
ments and privare sector designas events take place, in a kind of 
action and reaction chaíned effect. Whereas the political concepts 
are maintained, the economic ones take on a new direction: 

intense way in Argentina, Chile and Peru. In other countries, the tran 
sition has been more cautious and the effects of this process are still 
being analyzed. 
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According to the contents and scope of those elements, the 
integration agreements could lead to a growing independence guid 
ed by the signs of the market and directed to a better insertion in the 
international economy. Strengthening of the links between these ele 

Figure 2 shows the cause and effect relations of the elements 
indicated above. 

vi. Explicit integration agreements between groups of countries, 
which include preferential clauses between the parties with 
relation to third countries. 

v. More prívate participation. 

iv. Openness and intensífication of international trade. ,,,,. 

iii, Regulation of monopolies. 

ii. Deregulation. 

i. Changes in the national development strategy. , 

Figure 2: Bloc formation process in the Region 
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This zone was created as a means, with strategic purposes, in a 
world where the extraregional blocs are competing for the interna 
tional markets and attempting to reach a stable and sustained 
growth. As a strategy, it involves strengtheníng North America's rela 
tive position within the new economic world order. In a more gen 
eral way, the zone responds to common interests involved in the 
integration of this · hemisphere. While the United States seek to 
ensure its access to the Latín American markets, the Latin American 
countries find in the zone a possibility through which to reduce their 
image as high risk countríes, to facilitare the operation of existing 
business, trade and new investments. 

The Americas Free Trade Zone is the current framework of ref 
erence for the countries that committed themselves, in Miami, to 
eliminate barriers to trade and investment in the continent by the 
year 2005. 

.; 

3. The effects of the forrnation of blocs .on hemispher· 
ic integration. 

Due to the circumstances already indicated here, "open region 
alism" would seem to be a defense mechanism visavis the protec 
tionist practices of the extraregional macro blocs pursuing political, 
economic, commercial and technological leadership, as the result of 
a relentless competition ending in globalization. This reality leads 
one to think that there is still much to be done in the region, toward 
the inside and from the inside out, if the right environment is creat 
ed far regional and hemispheric integration . 

ments of the game would allow, over the long term, a process of 
growing regional economic interrelations that the EC1A has referred 
to as "open regionalism." 
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Within this framework, the countries continue to strengthen the 
regional and hemispheric integration processes, with different 
degrees of progress according to the commitments made to other 
regional or extraregional blocs. These integration processes are sup 
ported by the presidents of the Group of Rio who, in the September 
1995 Declaration of Quito, manifested being in favor of the integra 
tíon and cooperation processes in Latín América and the Caribbean, 
highlighting the dynamics acquired by these processes during the 
last few years and affirming the importance of continuing to support 
said efforts on the part of the regional organízatíons aímed at the 
expansion of the integration processes and considering exístíng 
bilateral, subregional and regional agreements and their conver 
gence, according to the commitments made at the Summit of the 
Americas and in the World Trade Organization. In this sense, they 
reiterated the interest expressed at the Summit of advancing toward 

However, the Americas Initíative is one of NAFfA's potential 
business fronts. There is also an opennessoriented conception 
toward the Pacific, based on its active partícípation in the coopera 
tion fora of that zone. The particularly intense integration processes 
taking place in Southeast Asia and Oceanía could lead to possible 
inclusions in the Free Trade Treaty. While these possibilities are 
being assessed, the European Union is analyzing possible free trade 
associations with the GRAN and MERCOSUR, to reinforce cornrner 
cial relations wíth its traditional Latín American markets. The results 
of the treaties reached in the end, will give way to a crossingover of 
interests, more than due to prior agreements through the path of 
events. 

The consequence of this process is that there has been an 
acceleration of subregional integration initiatives in Latín America. 
From this we can see the growing commercial movement and new 
investment opportunities opening up within the subregions. The 
expectation of each country or of the blocs is to belong to one of the 
largest markets of the world. 
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12. Group of Río, "Quito Declaration," secnon 14, Ecuador, September 1995. 

13. Group of Río, op.cít, sectíon 8. 

a free and transparent trade at che latest by che year 2005.12 In this 
sense, the Summit of che Americas, íts Declaration of Principles and 
its Action Plan are of historical importance, as well as the conve 
nience of carrying out the commitments made at the Summit and of 
perfecting mechanisms that will allow the fulfillment of the objec 
tives.13 
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The main energy sources (petroleum, natural gas and coal), as 
well as the hydropower potential, are abundant enough to induce 
economic growth, but the insufficient electric power generation 
capacity is a barrier to development. In addition, the regíon's electric 

.,Jleserves Total 
Reserves Production Production world 

(Years) reserves 
% 

· Pe!roleum (Millions of barreis) 143037.3 2893.1 49 14 

Natural Gas (Bilfions ol cubic 73672 138.1 53 5 
meters) 

Coal (Millions of tons) 1660Ó 38.3 433 2 
So urce: OLADE·EC, Energy·Economic lntormation System 1::i11:t¡, septemcer 1 w~ 

Table 1: Reserves and Production in Latin America and the Caribbean at December 31, 1994 

The energy integration process, with the market expansion this 
would involve, places Latin America and the Caribbean in a príví 
leged situation in comparison to other regions of the world. One 
only has to see its energy reserves and flows, based on its energy bal 
ances to understand that this is a selfsuffícient and independent 
region, capable of supplying its energy needs, and that this abun 
dance of energy is the main source to reduce its industrial costs and 
increase its intemational competitiveness, as well as a formidable 
base from which to give impulse to a process of sustainable and sus 
tained growth, that is, that will favor economic growth, social equal 
ity and the protection of the environment. 

Within this context, Latín America and the Caribbean have an 
energy situation that could substantially contribute to the intema 
tional competitiveness of the industry and to the region's sustainable 
development. 

111. Regional energy integration 
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In turn, the region's primary available energy is not distributed 
in a uniform way, and one can note certain comparative advantages 
between the subregions. The GRAN is the one who, in terms of mag 
nitude and geographical locatíon, has the best position with regards 
to petroleum, natural gas and coal, although energy integration is still 
incipient within this subregion, with the exception of progress rnade 
with regard to interconnections between Venezuela and Colombia. 

In view of these consíderatíons, in addition it would be neces 
sary to identify what the mechanisms would be for State subsidiza 
tion, as well as the commercial strategies that energy and domestic 
appliance producers could design for the expansion of the national 
and regional market. 

This electric generation capacity was established in the past 
based on solvent consumption estimates reflected in the national 
accounts or directly by the foreseeable evolution of the Gross 
Domestic Product, as an indicator of the activities of the formal econ 
orny. However, the informal economy in the countries of the regíon 
has reached high levels and should be taken account in the discus 
sion on the functionsof demand. The energy requíred as an induc 
tor factor of the better living conditions of the lowincome popula 
tion should also be considered. Without electricity, that populatíon 
<loes not have access to the appliance market nor to the mass media, 
and is left out of the market economy system. The methodologies 
used to estímate demand were in general the same used by the 
industrialized countries, who do not have these registration prob 
lems because of their more homogeneous and solvent population. 

consumption is substantially low when compared to that of industri 
alized countries. This situation índícates that in the latter group of 
countries, electricity has a hígh incidence on economic actívítíes and, 
in addition, that the population has reached living conditions that 
exceed the fulfillment of basic needs. This behavior can also be 
reproduced when one compares the consumption of the countries in 
the region considering their degree of relative development. 
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In the following sections we will analyze, by energy sources 
and subregions, aspects related to energy abundance and shortage 
and the opportunities for energy integratíon, 

.,,,,,. 
As a positive aspect we can see that the changes taking place 

during the last few decades in the structure of the regíon's energy 
provision, due to the higher penetration of hydropower, has con 
tributed to reducing the global environmental impact, whereas there 
are still specific aspects from the relatively lower development of the 
region. 

To change in part the situation described above, the energy 
integration processes would have to be intensified to gain access to 
surplus conventional primary energy sources, as well as fully using 
electric surplus capacities, while the conditions are created to give an 
impulse to the development of the industry and to include in the 
market those sectors of society whose lack of solvency <loes not lead 
to theír commercial provisioning. 

Within the region, Paraguay is the country with the sufficient 
amount of electricity needed to begin a quick process of industrial 
growth and the generalized electrifícation of its population, in addí 
tion to the current advantages it has from exporting higher quality 
energy at a lower global envirorunental impact. 

As to electricíty, the MERCOSUR stands out from theother subregion, 
with a strong incidence of hydropower, since the Latin American and 
Caribbean's highest potential is concentrated in that subregion. 
Energy integration, however, is also incipíent, although it is also 
advancing due to the large joint hydropower developments. In the 
MCCA, progress in electric interconnections is creating the condí 
tions needed for a safe subregional electric supply. 
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14. For further details, see GTZ/IDEE, "Integración Energética en América Latina y el Caribe en un con 
texto de Desarrollo Sustentable," Bariloche, July 1995 (pp. 2331). 

15. OPEC: 792.5 billion barreis (10A9 bis); nonOPEC: 749.S billion barreis (10"9 bis), respectively. 
See Masters and others, "World Resources of Crude Oil and Natural Gas," 131h World Petroleum 
Congress, Buenos Aires, 1991. 

The oil reserves of LAC, by the end of 1994, accounted for 
14% of the world's total. Between 1988 and 1993, LAC reserves 

In addition, the region has an important potential in terms of 
liquid hydrocarbons, with excellent possibilities of creating the con 
ditions needed for a safe regional and hemispheric supply. Latin 
America still has a petroleum capacity able to cover a good part of 
the energy needs of North America. This fact is complemented by the 
abundance of capital and technology that exísts in that region and 
sets the foundations to give a real content to the concept of hemi 
spheric energy integration. 

Nevertheless, after the 1973 crisis, the world situation has 
changed. Oil resources and reserves in 1989 were already quite sim 
ilar between OPEC and nonOPEC countries.t> Regarding the latter, 
independent prodscers can make available, at prices ranging from 
US$12 per barre! to US$25 per barrel, large volumes that could sub 
stitute OPEC production. As a result, the argument that energy sup 
ply security is a major ongoing problem is somewhat relative. 

1.1 Petroleum. In sorne spheres there still prevails the assump 
tion that over the long term "energy security will continue to depend 
on suppiies from a group of Middle Eastern and Nortb African coun 
tries, cbaracterized by a bighly complex political, etbnic, and reli 
gious süuation." Thís viewpoint is substantiated by a long series of 
events that confirm the permanent instabílity and uncertainty linked 
to this large volume of reserves and which is periodically transmitted 
to the market. 

1. Reserves, production and consumption 14 
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16. In Colombia, the Cusiana and Cupiagua reserves are not included. 

17. Trinidad and Tobago, Chile, Bolivia, Cuba, Guatemala, Suriname, and Barbados. 

Subregional consumption indicates that, except for the Andean 
Group and Mexico, the other subregions and countries clearly suffer 
from shortages. As indicated in the section on oil trade, supplies for 

The reservesproduction ratio for total LAC will enable the 
region to enjoy ample supplies for 49 years, whích is greater than 
the world average, but that could be extended if petroleum is sub 
stituted for other sources and with the better management of 
demand and the rational use of energy at the regional and global 
levels. Further exploration efforts do not seem to be too urgent if the 
integrationist trends and expected oil price levels continue, except 
that for strategic reasons the region <loes not want to lose its posi 
tion with regard to the other sources of supply in the rest of the 
world. 

In 1994, oíl production accounted for 13% of world total, with 
a growth of 2.4% between 1988 and 1993, whereas world total grew 
by 0.8% over the same period, which indicates a greater penetratíon 
of LAC in world supply. 

grew cumulatively by 0.4% per year, whereas as total world 
reserves grew by 1.9% per year; thus LAC's relative standing has 
been gradually dedining. Of these reserves, only two countries 
accounted for 91.4%, namely, Venezuela (50.3%) and Mexico 
( 40.4%), holding the fifth and seventh positions, respectively, in the 
world. In order of importance, the other Latín American oílpro 
ducing countries are Ecuador (2.9%), Brazil (2.9%), Argentina 
(1.6%), and Colombia (1.2%).16 The remaining countríes'? with 
reserves account for individual shares of under 1 % and together 
account for a total of only 1.6% in LAC. Although Latín American 
oil production does not amount to a potential that would allow it to 
autonomously influence international prices or any other key vari 
able of the oíl industry, it is an autonomous region with a substan 
tial surplus. 
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1.2 Oíl products: The region's refining capacity in 1994 account 
ed for 9% of the world's total (Table 3). Between 1988 and 1993, 

Petroleum transport between subregíons and countries takes 
place through tankers which apparently do not have any restrictions 
in terms of freight reserves. In February 1994, however, with the 
commissioning of the oil pipeline between Puesto Hernández, in the 
province of Neuquén, in Argentina, and Puerto Concepción, in Chile, 
the first prívatesector integration was achieved by this means, thus 
increasing trade in the Southern Cone, comprised of an initial trans 
port capacity of 18,000 m3/day, with a purchase commitment on the 
part of Chile for 8,000 m3/day andan option of up to 50% for the 
rernaining petroleum. Whatever surplus Chile <loes not purchase 
will be exported through the Pacifíc ports. 

these deficits come from different origins, including the rest of the 
world, depending on the subregion. Nevertheless, the dífferent 
regional distribution of reserves and consumption indicares that 
there is a pptential for complementation. 

..,,. 
Source: OLADEIEC, Energy-Economlc lnformation System (SlEE), September 1995 

Reserves Surpluses 
Reserve Production Consumption Production (Shortages) 

(Years 

GRAN 75517.9 1362.9 4262 532 936.7 

Mexico 63220.0 980.1 675.3 64.5 304.B 

MERCOSUR 6358.1 485.3 6862 13.1 (202.9) 

CARICOM 519.8 502 61.0 10.4 (10.8) 

Chile 287.0 4.5 66.6 63.8 (62.1) 

Cuba 80.0 7.4 61.8 10.8 (54.4) 

MCCAand 54.5 2.7 52.0 20.2 (49.3) 
Panama 

TOTALLAC 14:3()37.3 . 2893.1 2031.1 49.4 862.0 

World Total 1023237 22938 22934 44.6 4 

Table 2: Oil reserves, production and consumption by December 31, 1994 (million barreis) 
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In 1994, the Andean Group and México had almost fully used 
its refining capacity whereas MERCOSUR in less proportion, but in 
Central America and the Caribbean the utilization shares were on the 
order of 50%. The refinery structure of the latter group of countries 
was designed for a context that was different from the current one. 
While oil exporting countries have low processing capacities which 
leads them to export products with a low added value, Venezuela 
has reversed this process by purchasing réfineries in the United 
States and Europe, which has enabled it to market in the United 
States, by means of 13,000 of its own service stations, oil products 
stemming from its crude oils. Importing countries such as those of 
Central America and MERCOSUR have refineries that do not match 

In thousands ,., ,., 
of ba/T&lslday Ulilizalion 

MERCOSUR 2327 35.8 79.G 

GRAN 1812 27.9 97.1 

Moxico 1520 23.4 90.0 

CAAICOM 347 5.3 52.3 

Clila 176 2.7 

MCCAand 162 2.5 502 
Panami 

Chile 161 2.5 

To1allAC 6505 100.0 86.4 

Wo'1dTotal 74333 ::::;:~::::;::.  

Table 3: 1994 Refinery capacity 

MERCOSUR has the highest processing capacity (Brazil 24.4% 
and Argentina 10.5%), followed by the Andean Group (Venezuela 
18.7%) and Mexico (22%), which as a whole accounted for 87.1%. 
The remaining 12.9% is concentrated in the other subregions and 
countries. These processing capacities, in most cases, are not adapt 
ed to the consumption structure; because of this, there are surpluses 
of oil products that are the object of intraregional trade or exported 
to the rest of the world. 

capacity grew by 1.4% per year, a rate that is 3.4 times higher than 
world growth. 



1,J Natural gas: Natural gas is one of the energy products that dis 
plays the highest potential for integrating the region. The design and 
construction of subregional gas line networks and their linkages is a 
majar project that could ensure the development of LAC's energy 
development and could help to ratíonalíze the countries' energy bal 
ance. In this case, prívate capital and technology will be decisive, as 
well as the political will to give ímpetus to its implementation by the 
countries in the region. 

A project airned at studying the problems arising from the 
underoptimized use of refínery capacities, with relation to the 
regional market, could provide a good orientation for investments in 
process units, or for the relocation or installation of new refineries. 
In chis way, business opportunities would be compatible with the 
longterm safe supply objectives of the region. Such a study should 
not ignore the strong penetration of natural gas and the potential 
penetration of coal as substitutes for serniheavy oil products for 
thermal electric generation, or the eventual joint or nacional 
hydropower developments that, through the subregional intercon 
nected systems, will substitute thermal generatíon and, as a conse 
quence, its inputs. 

This situation points to the need of optirnizing the operation of 
the existing capacities within the regional context and of changing 
the structure of the processing units, not only within the subregions 
but also looking at the regían as a whole. Certainly, the elirnination 
of the restrictions on internacional trade will bring about ímportant 
structural changes in the composition of the capacities. However, the 
energy authorities will have to set the rules of the game, to preserve 
regional interests over the safe supply, under competitive conditions 
for the prívate and public utilities operating in the region. ,,. 

the domestic market structure, and due to their low conversion 
capacities, the dismantling of protectionist barriers, and current ínter 
national prices, the direct irnport of oil products is more advanta 
geous. This has generated idle capacity. 
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18. Includes blowouts and losses. 

In 1994, the region's share of world production was 7%. 
Production grew between 1988 and 1993, at cumulative yearly rate of 
20%. The major producer in LAC is Venezuela (31.6%), followed by 
Mexico (26.7%) and Argentina (19.9%). These three countries 
accounted for 78.8% of production. Latin American natural gas 
reserves are greater than those of the Uníted States and Canada 
together, but they are currently underexploited. Therefore the real 
potential for this wealth is quite high. 

At the end of 1994, LAC's natural gas reserves accounted for 
5.0% of world total (Table 4). In turn, three countries held 87.0% of 
all Latín American reserves: Venezuela (51.6%), México (27.8%), and 
Argentina (7.6%). The cumulative yearly growth rate of reserves 
between 1988 and 1993 was three times greater than that for oil but 
was four times below the evolution of world reserves. When gas 
reserves discovered in Camisea, Pero and Volcanera, Colombia are 
confirmed, it is estimated that the abovemenrlóned figure for 1995 
can rise by no less than 5%. 

Source: OLADEIEC, Energy·Economic lnlonnation System (SIEE), September 1995 
• Do not include Camisea in Peru and Volcan&ra in Colombia 

Reserves Production Consumption Reserves Not 
10(9)m3 10(6)m3 10(6)m3 Production used 

(Years) 10{6)m31S 

GRAN• 4364.2 60655 40189 72.0 11466 

Mexico 1930.9 37403 35755 51.7 1708 

MERCOSUR 662.4 3092.3 29963 21.4 957 

CARICOM 286.0 6589 5672 43.4 917 

Chffe 116.8 2444 2257 47.8 187 

MCCA and Panama 0.6 10 66.7 10 

Cuba 0.3 39 39 7.9 o 
TOTALLAC 7367.2 138123 122995 53.3 15128 

WORLD TOTAL 140967 2084151 2051914 67.6 32237 

Table 4: Natural gas reserves, production and consumption by December 31, 1994 
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Source: O!..ADE, Seplell'b« t 995 

Countrles Sectioos 

Bolívia·Argenlina Santa Cruz (Bolívia)·Yacuiba (Argentina) 

Untted States-Mexioo Peñitas (USA)-Matamoros (Mellico) 
Me Allan (USA)-Poeynosa (Mexico) 
Hldalgo (USA)-Reynosa (Mexioo) 
Naco (USA)-Naco (Mexlco) 
Eagla Pass (USA).Piedras Negras (Mellico) 

Table 5: lntemational gas plpelines In operaUon 

The Andean subregion has the highest amount of gas resources 
and, along with ~exico and its southern deposits, is geographically 
well located to set up gas trade ties with the Central American isth 
mus. The Andean subregion could also be a potential supplier for 
Brazil, on the basis of which MERCOSUR as a whole could be a 
prime beneficiary of this line of supply, in view of its lower reserves 
to ensure projects under way. As will be shown later on, in the sec 
tion on integration perspectives, the reserves and potential of 
Argentina, Peru and Bolivia will not be enough to guarantee the 
future supply of that subregion, and contributions wíll be requíred in 
the future from Venezuela. A study of these aspects would seem nec 
essary and deserves the careful consideration of the countries of the 
region, to optímíze the supply and direct private investments to pro 
jects that ensure a supply security over the long term. 

In 1994, consurnption accounted for 6% of world total. 
Between 1988 and 1993, it grew atan annual cumulative rate of 4.1 %, 
almost two times higher than the growth of oíl products. This is def 
inite evidence of the growing importance of natural gas in the sub 
stitution of liquid hydrocarbons and of the excellent prospects for 
gas in the future. The expansion of natural gas consumption in the 
world has developed atan annual pace of 1.9%, three times higher 
than oil consumption. Only three countries accounted for 83.3% of 
the region's total consumption as follows: Mexico (31.1%), 
Venezuela (28.8%), and Argentina (23.3%). The countries with the 
broadest distribution of natural gas consumption in socioeconornic 
sectors are Argentina, Venezuela, and Colombia. 
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The region's production in 1994 accounted for 1% of world 
total. Between 1988 and 1993, production grew by 16.7%, which is 
four times below the world total. Colombia (55%), Mexico (20%), 
Venezuela (10.2%), and Brazil (9.7%) accounted for 95% of LAC pro 

At the end of 1994, coal reserves in LAC accounted for almost 
2% of world total. They had grown by 19% per year between 1988 
and 1993, whereas world growth amounted to 1.6%. However, 
Colombia accounted far 39.2% and Brazil 32% of Latín American 
reserves. These countries are followed by México with 11.3% and 
Venezuela with 10.2%. These four countries held 93% of all LAC 
reserves in 1994. 

1.4 Coa!: Another energy source that has prospects far giving 
ímpetus to the region's energy trade is coal, as long as producing and 
importing countries find the way to finance reconversion costs for 
clean uses. This would contribute to ratíonalízing and diversifying 
the region's energy balance and, in the case of ,Pil producing coun 
tries, would free a large volume of fuel oil for export to other regions. 

The gas line between Bolivia and Argentina has been operating 
for 20 years and in 1994 had carried more than 2 million cubic 
meters, with a utilization factor of 77.4%. Investments made in 1971 
amounted to US$56.3 million. The gas line system between Mexíco 
and the United States started in 1979 to supply the industrial area in 
noithern Mexico. The current network permíts the import of 1.05 
billion cubic meters of natural gas from the United States and the 
export of 0.03 billion cubic meters. '. 

The small naturalgascarryíng capacity in the region is one of 
the reasons for its low consumption. Except far Bolivia and the 
United States, which export to Argentina and Mexico, respectively, 
the remaining countries have no installations whereby they can mar 
ket theír surpluses. Nevertheless the commercial potential of natur 
al gas has generated a series of projects described in the section on 
integration perspectives. 
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Souroe: OLADE-EC. Eneq¡yEconomí: k11o!matDt System (SIEE), Sept¡Krl;>er 1995 

Table 6: Coal reserves. nroductlon and consumDUon bv Oecember 31 1994 
Resecves Production ~00 Reseria.; Suipklses 
10(6)tn 10(3)1n 10(3)1n Procildion (Shortages) 

(Years) 10(3)1n 

GRAN 8272 24943 5794 332 19149 

MERCOSUR 5850 4256 22387 1375 (18131) 

Mexi:o 1876 7405 8893 253 (1488) 

CARICOM 333 168 . (166) 

Ctlie 200 1733 3486 119 (1753) 

Ctt>a . 153  (153) 

MCCAand 55 . 52 . i521 
Panama 

TOTALLA&C 16600 38337 40933 433 (2596) 

WORLD TOTAL 1049057 4435437 2071553 zrr 2363884 

duction. The reservesproduction ratio in all cases was over 100 
years and the average figure for the region is 433 years, which is 
almost twice the world ratio. 

In 1994, consumption accounted for 2% of world total. As far 
previous figures, 94% of regional consumption was concentrated in 
Brazil (54.3%), Mexico (20%), Colombia (13.5%), and Chile (6%). Low 
consumption of the regíon's primary energy ( 4.4%) stems from the 
poor quality of the coal from importing countries for use by the iron 
and steel industry, surpluses in liquid and gas hydrocarbons, transport 
drawbacks, and pollution problems that have not been resolved. 

The estimated coal production and consumption balance for 
1994 indicates that the Andean Group holds a surplus, mainly 
because of Colombia, whereas the other subregions display short 
ages. It also índieates that the region's net balance should be cov 
ered by imports from the rest of world, which is actually absurd if 
one takes into account the available surpluses in Colombia. 

Imports to Brazil (87%) and Argentina (6%) were aimed mainly 
at the iron and steel índustry since the coal produced has no coking 
properties. Electric power generation was the second destination of 
these coals. The exports for 1994 were made by Colombia (84%) and 
Venezuela (16%). 
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Source: CIER and ECLAC 

T Table 7: Electn 1cation coverage 
Residences Residences % 
Thousands Serve<! 

Thousands 

MERCOSUR (1993) 52193 4164-0 79.8 

GRAN{1993) 19359 13448 69.4 

MCCA and Panama (1994) sn 3218 56.5 

The European experience in the use of coal and the develop 
ment of elean coal technologies may help to convert this energy 
source into a fuel for thermal generation that would help to mitigate 
demand pressures on natural gas in this use, freeing large volumes to 
obtain gasoline, in petrochemical uses and gas tanks to supply 
remote areas and marginal urban sectors to substitute firewood con 
sumption. These processes could be oríented by adequate pricing 
policies and incentives that would enhance the competítíveness of 
the region's coal transport and use. 

1.5 Electric potoen Economic and social development will contin 
ue to be closely Iinked to the electricity sector. For this purpose, mul 
tilateral banks are revíewíng the causes that have led to the irnposition 
of financial constraints in this activity in the recent past and are in the 
process of designing new forms of fínancing that would include the pri 
vare sector. There is still much to be done, as indicated by the cover 
age of electrifíed population (Table 8) in sorne of the regíon's countries. 

The higher the degree of electríc power development the high 
er is the human development index (Figure 1). This process is anal 
ogous to what occurs in the índustrialized countries; in addition, 
there is evidence of growing effícíency as indicated by the evolution 
of energy intensity, expressing the efforts, albeit insufficient ones, 
being made by the region in the rational ,,11Se of electricity. 
Nevertheless, electric power consumption in LAC is low (500 kWh 
per inhabitant) compared to the industrialized countries (5,000 kWh 
per ínhabítant). Reciprocally, the lower availability of electricity con 
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Figure 4 

Figure 3 

Studies linking energy to the degree of development indicated 
that, up to 1,500 kWh per ínhabítant, energy is a factor for speeding 
up development, but this tends to be neutral over 3,000 kWh. As 

stitutes an obstacle to economic growth and wellbeing of the popu 
lation.l? 
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Energy inputs for hydro generation, distributed among runof 
river stations and reservoir stations, accounted for 36.3%, whereas 
inputs for thermal generation accounted for 45.5%. Regarding the 
latter, natural gas, fuel oíl, and coa) were the most widely used 
inputs. Nevertheless, thermal inputs are those recording the lowest 
effícíency in electric power generatíon, as well as consuming nonre 
newable sources that could be destined to other uses. The region 
has a hydropower potential which accounts for 22. 7% of world total, 
although only 14% of this amount is actually used. 

The region's installed capacity is predominantly hydroelectric 
(60%) and then thermoelectric (38%), both together accounting for 
98% of total. Hydropower generation, because of its characteristics 
as base service, accounted for 67% of total generation whereas ther 
moelectric generation accounted for 30%, meaning a combined gen 
eration capacíty of 97% of total. The region's capacity utllizatíon fac 
tor was 46.9%, which is the weighted average of unified national load 
dispatches. The híghest efficiency is apparent in hydropower gener 
ation. 

The growth of installed capacity sínce 1970 has been especial 
ly signíficant, but it is insufficient in sorne countries to meet the 
needs of coming years stemming from economic growth, demo 
graphic growth, and the lags of previous years. By means of ínte 
gration, capacity and its utilization are enhanced, thus facilitating a 
more efficient use of installations, promoting greater competitiveness 
between systems and, as a result, border prices that will limit those 
aspects not reached by sector regulations in sorne countries and that 
hinder opportunities for greater international competitiveness in 
electricityintensive industries. 

up development, but thís tends to be neutral over 3,000 kWh. As 
shown in these figures, consumption per inhabitant in LAC is on 
average on the order of 500 kWh, with still many countries below 
this figure. 
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About 55% of the surface area of the basins involve shared 
areas in sorne stretch of the main waterway, The approach implicit 
in Table 11 was that the contribution to the integration process was 
bilateral rather than multilateral, and therefore the possibility of shar 

Table 9: LAC electric power Qeneration balance In 1994 
I~ and produd Hydro Therm Geot Nucl Total % 

Oil 5174 5174 0.6 
Natural gas 120655 126655 13.9 
Coal 45530 45530 5.0 
Hydroenergy 304449 .304449 33.4 
Geothennal 6157 6157 0.7 
Nuclear 148702 148702 16.3 
Diesel Oil 29178 29178 3.2 
Fue! Oi 191903 191903 21.0 
Gases 30743 30743 3.4 
Other 23695 23695 2.5 

TOia! 10(3)boe 304449 429183 6157 148702 8311110 100 

Eleclricily GWh 4115921 206673 7943 12318 692854 

;;iuuroe.::~ ........ e em , __ ,, ...... """'""""'' ,~ 

LAC water resources also show che highest potencial far sup 
plying inputs to the regíon's integration process not only through 
shared hydro resources but also through the interconnection of 
natíonal hydropower resources by means of internacional transmis 
sion lines. The importance of the hydropower potential in river 
basins that involve shared areas is shown the table. 

• Relalionship belwaen geMralion and powsr per 8760 hs.'fear. 
Source: OLADE-EC. EM'll'f-Economie lnfonnation System (SIEEJ. September 1995 

Table 8: lnstalled caoacity and electric generation In 1994 
("apaaty (MW) Generation IG~) Ulil~ 

zation 
Factor' 

1-tf:jro lhenn Geol Nuc:! Tola! Hyiin Thenn Geol NIJCI Tola! 

MERCOSUR 64226 17566 1 1675 83468 311852 37027 8362 357241 48.9 

GRAN 21921 13733 35654 96544 43072 139916 44.9 

M9Xico 8647 21533 753 675 31808 27ro5 95880 7061 5161 135807 48.7 

CARICOM 585 4680 5265 2485 13915 16404 35.6 

Chie 3546 2052 5598 17487 4904 22391 45.7 

MCCA& 2723 1917 175 4815 14145 4818 1~ 45.0 
Panama 

Cuba 49 4033 4062 165 10817 10982 30.7 

Olh&r.; 62 155 217 293 69 362 19.0 

TOTAL 101959 65669 929 2350 170907 470680 210502 7061 13059 701766 46.9 
LA&C 
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Source: Ol.ADEINlP 

Table 11: Shared h1 drooower develoD1118nts (SHO) In ooaratlon bv 1995. 
SHO/ 8asil Ct4)8Citf Poweo" Resel'IOir Year el seM:e 

Counlries (MW) (G'Ml) stll1llP 
Uselul Surlace 

Vol {Km2) 
(kn3J 

~u(Brazil· ParanaRNer 12,600 70,000 19 1,460 1985 
Paraguay) 

Yacyreta Parana RiYer 2.700 17,600 5 575 1994 
(Argentila- 
Paraguay) 

Salto Grand& Uruguay"'Jv91 1,890 6,500 6 78.3 1979 
(Argantila 
Uruguay) 

ing, through transmission lines, hydropower resources or surpluses 
generated by other ínland statíons in the dífferent countríes of the 
regían was not considered at that time. Because of this at present it 
seems more reasonable to think of using exísting excess capacity, 
whether shared or not, whose costs could be better distributed and 
of optimizing the use of hydropower resources to also minímize gen 
eratíon and transpon costs in the use of these resources. Thus, ít is 
possíble that, in addition to energy savíngs effects stemrning from a 
more effective management of demand and the,,.rational use of ener 
gy among large consumers, investments in generation in largescale 
projects will be better distributed over time and that greater fínanc 

Sou..u: 01.AOEUNOP, 191!8; ard SIEEOlADE, SepteoiW 1995 

St.Eregion Talal surface St.rlaceof % ~ Pen:entage 
(thousands of lntemational Ba$l1$ PotentiaJ al 

lan2) (thoosands al km2) (MW) Utilation 
'lo 

MERCOSUR 11871 6886 58 329'ZJ7 19.5 

GRAN 4721 3582 76 261130 8.4 

MCCA& Panama 134 46 34 50157 5.4 

Mexico 1967 85 4 5353() 16.5 

Chile 757 198 26 26046 13.6 

catibbean 9.3 sm 7.7 

TOTALLA&C 19460 10797 55 729217 14.0 

Table 1 O: Distributfon of hydrographic basins and of hydropower potential by 
subregions 
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Nevertheless, at present, although the economic approach has 
shífted to open regionalism, subregional transmission networks are 
the outcome of previous projects. This shift of approach has given a 
challenge to countries, one that implies a new concept in generation 
facilities and the linkage of consumption centers with new transmis 
sion line projects. The upshot of this new approach was that, at the 

The abovementioned scheme therefore prometed the emer 
gence of bilateral shared hydropower development projects, both 
currently operating and in the process of being implemented, involv 
ing the development of interconnections to take advantage of sur 
pluses stemming from the asymmetrical demand structure among the 
countries of each binational agreement. Another form of binational 
interconnection arase from the need to resolve power deflcíts locat 
ed on the border with thermal systems, such as the first interconnec 
tions between Colombia and Venezuela or between Brazil and 
Uruguay. In Central América, the situation was different, closer to 
the current multilateral energy integration approach that strives to 
use the subregion's power generation capacity more adequately. 

At present, in MERCOSUR, there are large operating capacities, 
among which the Itaipú station, which is the largest in the world. 
Nevertheless, integration actions using electric power system inter 
connections between subregions has made little progress, beyond 
border interconnections and shared hydropower developments. 
This is due to the fact that, within the countries, the concept of closed 
economies fostering the development of national interconnected 
systems in accordance with their respective characteristics prevailed. 
This expansion was associated to the development of large hydro 
resources on the basis of a strategy to preserve nonrenewable ener 
gy sources, basícslly hydrocarbons, or to neutralíze the effects of 
price hikes of these hydrocarbons. 

ing can be allocated for power generation using renewable energy 
sources to meet the needs of remote population groups and trans 
mission lines. 
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The degree of prívate participation will depend on the sover 
eign decisions of each State. In thís sense, there are no blanket for 
mulas. The fact is, however, that there is participation and it is rele 
vant for supply decisions in sorne countries. The question is how to 
harmonize the interests at stake in order to achieve the ultimate goal, 
which is to ensure the greater wellbeing of the population based on 
the increased electrification of each country and, as a consequence, 

"""' The private sector sees in this process growing opportunities to 
contribute capital and technology. This is already occurring in vari 
ous countries that have completely liberalized their economy or in 
others that are complementing state supply with prívatesector sup 
ply. 

Probably the most interesting effect, however, of the above · 
mentioned evolution, however, has been the following stage, that is, 
regional and hemispheric integration. The large stations will have a 
huge market when transmission lines are extended throughout the 
region. Seasonálíty can be neutralized even more eff ectively; The 
fluctuation of oil and gas prices can also be neutralized as a result of 
greater supply security, which will no longer be exclusively depen 
dent on thermal sources. Advantage will be taken of differences in 
use schedules that spread out peak demand schedules. Likewise, 
idle capacity can be employed without transferring cost overruns to 
end.users. Finally, the electric power market will lose its monopo 
listíc power when electricity becomes a tradable conunodity on the 
continent. 

beginning of State reform, with deregulation and privatization in 
Argentina, the large hydropower stations ran the risk of turning into 
idle capacity owing to the lower fínancial benefits stemming from 
theír commercial operation compared to generation based on natur 
al gas. Subregional integration has started to overturn these risks, 
and hydropower stations now appear as an interestíng source of 
business with the expansíon of the electric power market. 
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Table 12: lntemallonal eleclric lnterconnectiona In oPnUon 
or under constructlon dll'lng 1995. 

At present, almost all countries in the region are involved in 
crossborder electríc power trade. The most complete interconnec 
tion systems are the Central American isthmus, MERCOSUR, and 
MexicoUnited States. The northern Brazil circuit is the least devel 

of the regíon, reducing the costs of electric supplies for industrial 
uses. 
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SOUrce: GTZ·IDEE, July 1995. 

ExporlS lmpor18 Balancewittl 
restolllle 

Ytlllld 

lAC Wcdd TWI lAC wcdd TcAal 

PelrclelJll 118,905 1,177,170 1,296,075 118,905 180,004 298,909 997,166 

Fueloil 26,126 137,219 163,345 26,126 67,377 93,503 69,842 

Gasolinas 20,500 86318 106,848 20,530 64,520 85,050 21,798 

Dleseloa 34,687 61,686 96373 34,687 44,734 79,420 16,952 

Kercvjet 4,784 38,232 43,016 4,784 6,203 10,987 32,029 

LPG 11,746 22,789 34,535 11,746 15,427 27,172 7,362 

Asphalts 366 6,261 6,6'0 366 49 415 6,212 

lubrican IS 1,460 1,918 3,378 1,460 299 1,759 1,619 

Natural Gas 2,092 52 2,144 2,092 1,002 3,094 (950) 
(mil,1113) 

Coa! 391 21,027 21,419 391 19,221 19,221 1,806 
(thous, tn) 

Table 13: Regional energy exports and lmports in 1993 (In thousands of barreis) 

MERCOSUR and the Andean Group have the two most dynam 
ic regions regarding this new scheme, giving prioríty to exports 

Energy trade flows between 1988 and 1993 indicated that there 
was a substantial increase in the export of oil and products, as well 
as coal, between the region's countries (Table 16). The largest 
increase took place as of 1990, when initiatives were launched 
toward the regional market regarding the destination of the exports 
of the abovementíoned products. 

2. Energy trade 

oped and the Andean Group has made little progress, except for the 
interconnections between Colombia and Venezuela. 
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20. For greater detatl, see GTZ/IDEE, op. cit. 

aimed at the countries of the same subregion. A similar trend has 
been observed in the Central American Common Market, which 
although a net importing subregion has increased its share of exports 
between the countries of the same subregion in the case of gasoline, 
diesel oil, fuel oil, LPG, and asphalt. In the abovementioned subre 
gions, trade within subregional blocs has been considerably 
enhanced. In CARICOM, however, the higher current share of gaso 
line, diesel oil, and LPG exports is aimed at the rest of LAC. 

In the case of Mexico, it is apparent that only for diesel oil has 
the share of exports to LAC increased whereas for oil, gasoline, 
kerosene/jet fuel, and LPG, priority continues to be granted to the 
rest of the world. The same is taking place in Chile, with it small 
exportable surpluses. Since 1988, LAC has been less dependent on 
oíl and products coming from the rest of the world, except asphalt. 
Imports of oil and'products by the different subregions from the rest 
of LAC grew essentially in MERCOSUR, the Central American 
Corrunon Market, and CARICOM. In the Andean Group, imports of 
gasoline, diesel oil and kerosene/jet fuel from LAC also increased. 

Mexico has increased its ímports of gasoline and fuel from LAC, 
the only products that ít imports. In Chile, by contrast, oil imports 
from LAC have declined although the origin structure for the import 
of other products has not varied.s? 

2.1 Oíl and products. Six of the region's countries are net 
exporters whereas the remaini.ng 20 countries are net ímporters. Of 
the 3,473,000 barreis per day of oil and the 1,228,000 barreis per <lay 
of oil products, Venezuela and Mexico accounted for 77% and the 
other four countries (Ecuador, Colombia, Argentina, and Trinidad 
and Tobago) accounted for 18%. The remaining 5% comes from net 
importing countries such as Brazil, Panama, Peru, Barbados, Costa 
Rica, Cuba, Chile, El Salvador, Jamaica, Suriname, and Paraguay, 
which mainly exported fuel oil and gasoline owing to the character 
istics of their refineries and the structure of their domestic markets. 
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2.3 Coal: In 1993, 19.6 million tons of coal, equivalent to 51% of 
total regional consumption, were imported. Of this total, Brazil 
imported 87%, followed by Argentina (6%). The remaining importers 
were Chile, Peru, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Panama, Jamaica, 
Mexico, and Uruguay. Most of Brazil's and Argentina's imports were 

.pt> 

2.2 Natural gas: The transport of natural gas at current prices can 
only be viable by means of gas pipelines. The only regional gas 
trade in 1993 was conducted from Bolivia to Argentina for an equív 
alent of 9% of consumption of the latter country. Mexico, due to the 
distance of its reservoirs from its industry, imported 3% of its con 
sumption from the United States. Total imports of the region in 1993 
amounted to 3.094 billion cubic meters, which accounted for 3% of 
the region's consumption. 

Among the net importers, Brazil stands out since alone it has 
received 44.4% of the region's imports, whereas Cuba received 9.1 %, 
Chile 8.2%, the Central American countries 8.3%, the remaining 
Caribbean countries 8%, and the other South American countries 
5.7%. Total imports of the abovernentíoned countries accounted for 
83. 7% of imports of crude oil and products. Net exporting countries 
imported the remaining 16.3% due to the structure of their refining 
capacity that cannot meet demand. 

-· Oil CHILB 
·M; Natural Gas 

Oíl and natural gas trade 
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2 .5 Value of regional energy exports and imports: 86. 7% of exports 
generated the inflow of foreign currencies into the region from the 
rest of the world. Oil is the one energy product that generates the 
largest amount of foreign currency revenues from its export, that is, 
71 % of total foreign currencies generated by exports to the rest of the 
world. 

Source: IDEE data base, 1995 

Suoregions Exports 1985 1990 1993 

lmports 

MERCOSUR Exports 5544 27672 30472 

lmports 4632 29296 28853 

MCCA Exports 204 443 219 

lmports 198 371 184 

Panama Exports 8 90 106 

lmports 30 204 192 

Mexico Exports 237 1945 2015 

lmports 135 576 909 

Table 14: Electricity exports and impons (MWh) 

2.4 Electricity: The most important trade flows are between MER 
COSUR countries that are linked to the major shared hydropower 
developments (Itaípú and Salto Grande). In the other continental 
subregions, there are medíumsized interconnections but exchanges 
have not been significant. 

directed fírst to their iron and steel índustry, since local coal displays 
no coking properties, and then to electric power generation. Ex:ports 
by 1993 had amounted to 21.4 million tons and accounted for 58% of 
regional production. Colombia supplied 84% and Venezuela the 
remaining 16%. 
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On the other hand, imports generated áñ outflow of foreign 
currencies that accounted for 65.3% of total imports. The net balance 
is positive in the amount of US$16.576 billion. Of this balance, oil 
accounts for the major source of income, followed by kerosene/jet 
fuel and fuel oíl. 

Source: GTZ·IDEE, July 1995 

Exports lmports Balance v.ith 
res! of wor1d 

LAC Wortd Total LAC World Total 

Petroleum 1.734 17.318 19.052 1934 2938 4872 14.380 

Gasolina 481 2.008 2.489 550 1.729 2.279 279 

Diesel oíl 717 1.278 1.995 755 976 1.731 3(y¿ 

Fuel oil 247 1.297 1.544 282 727 1.009 570 

Kero/jet 116 916 1.032 132 170 302 746 

LPG 144 277 421 172 227 399 50 

LubJicants 162 212 374 169 35 204 177 

Asphalts 7 125 132 7 1 8 124 

Natural Gas 88 2 90 94 78 172 (76) 

Goal 15 883 898 18 859 877 24 

TOTAL 3.711 24.316 26.027 4.113 7.740 11.653 16.576 
LAC 

Table 15: Regional energy exports and imports during 1993 
(in millions of US$) 
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21 Group of Three, Informe de la décimo segunda reunión del Grupo de Trabajo de Interconexión 
Eléctrica, Electric Cooperation Committee, Mexico, June 1995. 

22 Rodolfo R D'Amado Campos, Relevancia Geopólitica de la Hidroelectricidad en la Región de la 
CIER, Regional Electric Power [ntegration Commíssíon, Uruguay. 

23. OLADEUNDP, "Aprovechamientos Hidroeléctricos Compartidos," Quito, July 1988. 

OLADE and UNDP23 have highlighted shared hydropower 
developments through a study whose purpose as been to present the 
conceptual elernents that have in large measure allowed the energy 
integration effort in the region, as well as to explain the nature of 
these developments as a form of collaboration between the countries 
of the region, including the expansion of the national electric mar 
kets through multinational interconnections. OLADE has also high 
lighted shared hydrocarbon developments, contributing new ele 
ments to the integration process in this aspect. 

Beyond bilateral and subregional agreements, there is impor 
tant evidence of energy íntegration between blocs that tend to favor 
regional integration. The rnost recent evidence is the agreements 
and studies that are in the process of being consolidated in the 
Group ofThree and which, in terms of energy, are leading toan elec 
tríe power ínterconnection project between three blocs, the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Central America, and the 
Andean Group, even when within sorne of them progress in inter 
connections is not significant21. CIER studies on electric power inter 
connections in South America are airned at integrating the Andean 
Group, MERCOSUR, and Chile by means of an enorrnous ring that 
would help to optimize existing hydropower capacity and give pri 
ority to projects whose ímplementatíón could not otherwise be justí 
fied in isolated countriess, The Central American Electric Power 
Interconnection System (SIPAC), although subregional in nature, will 
facilitate progress in ínterbloc interconnections. 

IV. Prospects for energy integration 
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This approach would be further consolidated if, in addition, the 
projects were to consider the interdependence between the different 
energy sources in arder to optimize leastcost supply. Under these 
conditions, it would be possible to enhance the region's industrial 
competitiveness, at least wíth respect to the cost of energy inputs. 

Energy integration projects should have a regional dimension. 
Studies should be conducted keeping in mind the region as a whole, 
that is f ocusing on the sequence of interconnections and gas 
pipelines between subregions and then within them to end up 
detecting problems in national interconnected systems or in natural 
gas transport networks. In turn, the feasibility of identifíed 
hydropower generation projects or generation alternatives and nat 
ural gas potential and reserves should be determífíed. Thus, the pro 
jects will constitute a framework of reference for investors, whether 
public or prívate and their partners, that would permit implementing 
concrete transmission and generation projects or gas lines. The stud 
ies, in addition, should facilitate the preparation of bidding docu 
ments for international projects in those sections deemed to be pri 
ority by the governments. 

Thus, energy forecasting must be reformulated within a context 
of ínter or íntrabloc integration policies. The shared use of each 
country's natural resources, free trade by means of energy transport, 

. the use of shared deposits and hydro resources, water rights and 
rightsofway, the harmonization of regulatory processes, and the 
elimination of customs and noncustoms barriers are all matters that 
must be studied. 

Existing natural gas transportation projects and those under 
way between the GRAN, MERCOSUR and Chile also point to a strong 
integrationist trend, as well as the oil pipeline between Chile and 
Argentina or the San ]ose Agreement, through which Mexico and 
Venezuela grant financia! facilities to the Central American countries 
for crude oil provisions. 
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Sorne of the objections presented by severa! of the ímporting 
countries were related to the type of crude oil supplied by Mexico 
and Venezuela, that was too heavy for the structure of the refineries 
in the receiver countries and for the structure of their domestic mar 
ket far oil products. 

The San José accord was established between the Central 
American and Caribbean countries with Mexico and Venezuela, as a 
result of the high oil bill of the importing countries, caused by the 
increase in oil prices during the two shocks, in 197374 and 197980. 
Through this agreement, Mexi.co and Venezuela give to beneficiary 
countries 20% of the oil bill in the form of soft loans, to be destined 
to social and economic development projects. With this agreement, 
although the importing countries initially included in it were secur 
ing a safe provision of crude oil and the facilities that have been indi 
cated during a period of scarcity of crude oil and high prices, the 
future situation of the oil market <lid not make it attractive any longer. 

1. Oíl and products: The main actions carried out with respect 
to this actívíty and that could strengthen it or lead to new actions are 
the following: 

In addition to all this, we must remember that the region car 
ried out its energy projects with a high percentage of its own human 
resources, which have been trained during over two decades and 
that places it in the best situation to face new challenges. 

P' 

At the same time, the Americas Free Trade Zone will favor 
access to technology and to intraregional investments, creating a 
new market dimension with potentially interesting perspectives. 

These aspects are experiencing less and less government 
restrictions, bearing in mind the regional interests that seek energy 
assurance, low energy costs, higher efficíency and an environmental 
quality that will favor industrial competitiveness in the international 
market. 
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24. See also the ECLAGTZ study: "Utilización y Beneficios del Acuerdo de San José para el Istmo 
Centroamericano," México, July 1994. 

In spite of the institutional situations, sorne refineries belong to 
multinational oil cornpaníes and others are stateowned,for which 
reason it would be advisable to study sorne íntegratíon possibilities. 

Also within the Central American subregion integration possí 
bilities appear, as a result of the technological obsolescence and the 
lack of scale economies of the refineries in those countries. These 
characteristics cause structural imbalances between the supply and 
demand of oil products, which the countries tend to resolve ímport 
ing the oíl products strictly required by their interna! markets, since 
the economic result is no more unfavorable than the importation of 
crude oil and its processing in those plants. 

Iately, in May of 1995, Honduras, a country that been experí 
encing a very special economic crisis, became interested in renewing 
imports amounting to 8000 bls/day from Venezuela, within the 
framework of the San José Accord, through sale/purchase relations 
between private Honduran importers and the government of 
Venezuela. In any case, this type of agreement would seem to be a 
path to be perfected and continued to be followed in future. 

So the type of exchanges decreased and the countries or prí 
vate oil companies acting in them went back to their practice of 
importing the socalled "reconstituted crude oil" or of directly 
importing oil products, closing clown refineries in sorne cases. 

This situation caused a strong in:ibalance with regards to fuel oíl 
(bunker) surpluses and gasoline and gas oíl shortages. Toward the 
mideightíes, the price of crude oil and oil products fell significantly 
in the international market, the number of suppliers grew, the struc 
tures of the refineries in the importing countries were not changed, 
fuel imports were prívatized in sorne of them and ali of these events 
detracted very much from the initial advantages of the San José 
Accord.s 
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A priority issue has to do wíth the commercial exchanges of 
crude oil and oíl products between the countries of the region. These 
exchanges have increased during the last decade and if one bears in 
mind that the annual imports of Latín America and the Caribbean 
amount to US$10.8 bíllion and exports to US$27 billion, the rnagni 
tude of this market can be appreciated, as well as the enormous pos 
sibilities that exist to increase these exchanges. However, to encour 
age íntraregíonal exchange it is important to stabilize prices, 
because when they fall they harm exporters and when they go up, 
the problem is pushed on the importers. 

In South America, within the countries of the Andean Pact, sol 
idaríty actions have taken place as a consequence of natural disasters 
or attempts that have caused damages in the pipelines and that made 
it impossible to transport the crude oil from the fields in jungle areas 
to the seacoast, for their exportation. The collaboration between bor 
dering countries like Ecuador and Colombia, as well as between 
Ecuador and Venezuela, based on the loan of crude oil from the lat 
ter country, points to the solidarity of this type of action. 

Oil integration between the Caribbean countries is more díffi 
cult, because of the separation of its territories. But the alternatives 
indicated for Central America could well be analyzed for these coun 
tries, too. F 

The fírst would be the joint acquisítíon, on the part of the countries, 
of the crude oil and/or oil products required by their interna! mar 
kets, to obtain better príces than they would be able to individually. 
The second would consist in analyzing the possibility of building a 
refínery to supply the requirements of the entire Central American 
market, of joint property, through a joint venture between the coun 
tries and the private companies. Although this alternative faces 
geopolitical difficulties, a study to show the economic convenience 
or not of this decision, based on the current situation, could provide 
elements to overcome that díffículty. 
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About two years ago, a proposal was made to creare a Latin 
American state petroleum multinational, formed by PDVSA of 
Venezuela, PEMEX of Mexico and PETROBRAS of Brazil, which are 
among the 15 most important companies of the world. Although this 
initiative still has not taken shape, there is a growing interest in asso 
ciations or purchases of companies. The rnost recent case was the 

With regards to petroleum production, in addition to the asso 
ciation índícated between YPF and the Chilean ENAP subsidiaries, 
we can mention the participation of prívate Argentine companies in 
marginal areas of Venezuela. 

With regards to exploration, there has been sorne outstanding 
joint work between the Mexican company PEMEX and RECOPE of 
Costa Rica. The Argentine state company YPF also carried out 
exploratory activities in Ecuador and has been lgpking for hydrocar 
bons with the Brazilian PETROBRAS and with the Chilean ENAP sub 
sidiaries, for the joint exploitation of a field in Argentina. 

The imbalances between the refínery structures and the respec 
tive markets have also led to an exchange of oil products between 
the countries. Por example, there have been sales of gasoline from 
Brazil to Colombia and of fuel oil from Brazil to Argentina. 

Since 1994 an important amount of crude oil imported by Chile 
is transported through an oil pipeline fed with petroleum from the 
Neuquen basín in Argentina. 

Another aspect related to this actívíty is the assurance of sup 
plies on the part of the countries and that can only be achíeved 
through reliable and stable supplies that privilege intraregional 
exchanges. As examples of these situations we can mention the 
exports of crude oil frorn Argentina to Brazil, Uruguay, Chile and 
Paraguay which, due to the distance, have made of Argentina the 
second supplier of Brazil and of the countries mentioned, the bene 
ficiaries of most of Argentina's crude oil exports. 
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The Latín American and Caribbean oíl exporting countries 
formed an informal group that has carried out actions with regards to 
the trade of oil products, industrial complementing between Mexico 
and Venezuela, cooperation and assistance in the event of oíl acci  
dents between Venezuela and Trinidad & Tobago, hydrocarbon spill 
control between Venezuela and Colombia and the corrunercialization 

For the training of people in the oíl sector, there are in the 
region itself outstanding representatives at the National Autonomous 
University of Mexico and the Mexican Petroleum Institute; at the 
Federal Rio de Janeiro Uníversíty and its Industrial Economics 
Institute in Brazil; in Argentina, at the Institute of Energy Economics, 
the Mosconi Institute and the Petroleum Institute of Argentina, as 
well as petroleum and natural gas institutions in Venezuela and 
Colombia, with their own managerial training programs. 

The exchange of technological capacity and management 
could Iead to an outstanding flow between the state oil companies of 
Mexico, Brazil and Venezuela and the prívate ones from Argentina 
with those existing in countries with relatively less petroleum devel 
opment, particularly with regards to PETROBRAS developments in 
exploration and offshore production, and of the others in seismic in 
3D and of Venezuela in che drilling of horizontal wells. Prívate com 
panies currently acting in different countries of the region, particu 
larly with regard to exploration and production, could contribute to 
the transference of their management capacíty to state companies so 
requiring it. 

The exchange with regards to the purchase of equipment and 
materials for the oíl industry, amountíng to US$7 billion per year with 
almost 40% of them coming from outside the region, is another 
aspect that deserves special attention. 

acquisition of the United States' Maxus company by YPF of 
Argentina. 
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The gas interconnection in the River Plate basin and between 
Argentina and Chile would allow developing a subregional market 
formed by Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, 
through a network of gas pipelines that would allow exchanges 
under advantageous economic conditions. The average area of these 

The penetration of liquífied petroleum gas, on the other hand, 
can be seen in practically all the countries of the region. 

Soorce: CKi lhe basis et O!.AOE data, Oecembef 1995. 
(') The J)O!eotials were calcula1ed on lfle basis ol dataa from enartes O Masters, EmS O. At1nasl and David H. 
Rool, U.$. Geological Sul'ley. Natiooal Cerner, Res!on, Virgillia, USA, ~rtnt in Proceeóing.s of lfle 14lh World 
Petrole~ Con1¡ress, Stavanger. Noiway, JoM Wiey and Sons lkl .. 1994 

atura 1 gas resources m 
Country Resources (míllioo cubic meters) Production Reserves/ 

Mcm Producilón 
5 Years 

6 

Reserves Probable Potential(") Total 
1 2 3 4 

Argentina 526 113 636 1275 27773 t8.9 
Bolivia 108 46 189 343 .... 4365 27.3 
Brazil 147 52 1143 1342 7024 20.9 
Chile 117 81 198 2712 43.1 
Psru 202 183 500 885 1287 157.0 

Total 1100 394 2549 4043 40451 27.2 

Table16:MERCOSURandneighboringcountries: 
N 1 . 1994 

2. Natural gas: In LatinAmerica and the Caribbean there are nat 
ural gas developments in Mexico, in several South American coun 
tries and in Trinidad & Tobago. Argentina is where natural gas has 
reached the highest levels of dissemination among the diff erent 
population groups, with a signífícant expansion of the residencial 
networks. 

Within che GRAN and through the OLADE Permanent 
Secretariat, meetings have been held between the Ministers of 
Energy to cooperate in technological complementing and the com 
mercial exchange of capital goods, services and inputs for the petro 
leum industry. 

of fuel oíl between those same countries. This group is formed by 
Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Trinidad & Tobago and Venezuela. 



Central America, in turn, could benefit from the natural gas· 
wealth of the countries in the Group of the Three (Mexíco, Colombia 
and Venezuela). México, the second largest country in the region 
with regard to proven resources and production, is in turn a natural 
gas importer, bringíng it in from the United States, since its fields are 
located much farther away than the United States is from its industri 
al consumption centers. Thus, 90% of Mexico's natural gas produc 
tion is located in the southeastern part of the country, but the largest 
industries are in the north. In view of the lack of large enough gas 
pipelines to join the southern region with the north of Mexico, sorne 
experts affirm that it is cheaper to import gas from the United States 
that to build those gas pipelines. In any case, an integration alterna 

A global analysis of the MERCOSUR supply forecast, based on 
the potential of Argentina, Bolivia and Peru, show certain weakness 
es that would appear in the next 15 years. The weakness of this fore 
cast is the assumption, in excess, that 100% of the natural gas poten 
tial indicated in the previous table will be discovered. The calcula 
tions show that the supply from Venezuela, presumably towards 
Manaes, Brazil, to interconnect with a Brazilian gas pipeline project 
ed toward Sao Paulo, will allow a higher coverage than that estimat 
ed for the MERCOSUR supply and guarantee the countries in the sub 
region a safe supply over the long term. This can be seen in the fol 
lowing table. 

The existence of this potential and the advance achieved in the 
development of the transportation and distribution infrastructure, as 
well as the interest in substituting the use of oil products, led the 
countries in the subregion to begin negotiating the supply of this 
energy source. It is estimated, however that particularly with regareis 
to potential MERCOSUR supplier countries (Argentina, Bolivia and 
Peru), signíficant investments in exploration would be required to 
ensure the supply. 

countries is of 15 million km2, with a population of 232 million 
inhabítants growing at an annual average rate of 2%. 



25. It is assurned that the total supply (column 6) will satisfy the consumption per capita (column 10), 
which has implicit the intermediare, own and final consumptions of the socioeconomic sectors. 
Total production (column 9), in tum, has been calculated based on expected reserves, taking off 
50% of the potential and on the basis of a reserve horizon of 15 years for ali che countríes, with the 
exception of Venezuela. Nonused natural gas (column 8) is based on the assumption of 15% 
blowouts and losses. Exports and imports are obtained from the dífference, 

Venezuela is the main country in the region with regards to nat 
ural gas reserves and production. lts use is mainly for the oil índus 
try, electricity generation and industry, with relatively little develop 
ment for residential uses. Beyond those LNG projects for export, the 
proven natural gas availability well deserves studíed in terms of an 
alternatíve gas pipeline supply for the Central American countries, 
moving through Colombian territory. 

Colombia also has abundant natural gas reserves that it expects 
to develop mainly far ínternal provisioning, beginning with thermal 
power generation. The alternative should eventually be considered 
of Colombia supplying the Central American countries. 

4"' 

vear s 

Ccuntries Production ihousand cubic me!ers ~er cepita Production !housand cubic meters 2010 ~er cepita 
1994 (1 i:onsumption (") oonsumption 

cubic cubic 
mele1sfyaar meters/year 

11994) (2010) 
(4) (8) 

Total Export Total Total Export To!al 

~ 11¡~¡~1 (3) ~ (l¡~¡rt) (7) 

Argentina 30030 ·2257 2m3 686 45355 8810 54165 1090 
Bolivia 2243 2257 4500 283 3953 9800 13753 338 
Brazi! 7024 7024 46 29761 8000 2176! 138 
Chile 2712 2712 193 13902 ·8600 5302 755 
Paraguay 1300 ·1300 149 
Peru 1287 1287 55 1726 o 1726 49 
Uruguay 710 ·710 199 

Total 43296 o 43296 96707 o 96707 

:;ource: n un me oaSIS 01 aata 01 ULALJI:, 01<<, uecemlef '""º· r·¡ uwn eS1Jma1e. 

Table 17: MERCOSURand neighborlng countriea: Natural gas imports and exportseslimated forthe 
20102 

tive that should be studied carefully would be the construction of a 
gas pipeline going from the southeast of Mexico to supply the 
Central American countries, 



• Gas pipeline between Yacuiba, in Bolivia, whích goes through 
Paraguay until Rio Grande do Sul. From there on it would connect 

Source: OLADE 

Countries Sections Langlll ~er 
{lan) (inches) 

Aryentina.flrazil San Gregario-Puerto Rico lguazu-Sao Paulo Z300 
Parana-COncepcion ~ Uruguay-Paso de los 
IJ>res.Alegrete-Pi>rto Alegre 1140 
Madregones-Porto Alegre 2735 3542 

Argentina· San Gregoric>-Monlevklao 644 
Uniguay 

Argentina-Chile NeuquenSantmgo 1200 2426 
RamosMofagasta 640 
Mendoza·Sa~ 410 

BoEvia&azil Santa Cruz-sao Paulo ZIOO 3236 

BolMaChile ViamontB&-Antofasla.sartlago 1126 20 

Bolivia·Paraguay Vueka Grande-Asllncion 001 12 

Peru-Bo!Ma CamiseaSan!a Cruz 1300 30 

Table 18: Projected international gas pipelines 

• The gas pipeline between Santa Cruz de la Sierra, in Bolivia, until 
Rio Grande do Sul, in Brazil, These two countries signed a con 
tract in February of 1993 to build a gas pipeline to export natural 
gas from the Bolivian fields. The gas pipeline goíng from Santa 
Cruz de la Sierra to Campinas is 3,400 km long and has a diame 
ter of 32", and can possibly be expanded to 36" to supply the Sao 
Paulo electric utilities. The forecasted supply amounts to 8 million 
m3/day and could be increased to 12 million m3/day. 

The most important natural gas integration project in South 
America is undoubtedly the one that would join the Bolivia and 
Argentina fields with Paraguay and souther Brazil. In this aspect, 
there are many ideas and sections, sorne of them still not totally 
defined, such as: 
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• The Mesopotamia gas pipeline would be expanded to Uruguay. 
This gas pipeline could receive supplies from northeastern 
Argentina, after passing through the provinces of Formosa, 

• There is a 980 km long gas pipeline project between Bolivia and 
Chile, involving an investment of around US$350 million. This 
would also be financed with prívate capital. 

• Argentina and Chile have decided to build at least two gas 
pipelines to join these two countries. One of them, the most 
important one, would inject gas from the Argentine Neuquen 
basin and would go into Chile through Neuquen, with a length of 
820 km, and an alternative one, 410 km long, going from the 
Argentine province of Mendoza. With this gas pipeline it is expect 
ed that within two years Chile's central zone will begin to receive 
Argentine gas for residential and industrial uses and for thermal 
power generation. Another smaller gas pípelíae that has practical 
ly been decided upon, would be built in the southern part of 
Argentina, to f eed a petrochemical industry in Chile involved in 
methanol production. There have also been negotiations between 
both countries to build a 640 km long gas pipeline goíng from 
northeastern Argentina to the north of Chile. These projects add 
up to US$ 3.1 billion, to be financed mainly with private capital. 

• Argentina and Brazil have also analyzed options for the construc 
tion of two gas pipelines. The fírst, between San GeronimoPuerto 
IguazuSao Paulo, 2,300 km long, would be able to transport a 
volume of 6 million m3/day. The second one, following the dírec 
tion of ParanaConcepcíon del UruguayPaso de los Libres 
AlegretePorto Alegre, would be 1,140 km long. The supply to 
Paraguay and Uruguay would depend on the implementation of 
the projects already mentioned and on the way their energy mar 
kets develop. 

with Sao Paulo and Rio de janeiro. The latter gas pipeline could 
eventually connect with the Camisea field in Peru. 
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Por electric generation uses, another possible market would be 
the Caríbbean countries, like Cuba, Jamaica and the Dominican 
Republic, three strong oil importers. The inconvenience that would 

Bearing in mind the availability of appropríate coal for the 
Colombian íron and steel works and the requirements of Argentina 
and Brazil for this type of use, it would be convenient to establish 
bilateral supply agreements to increase regional exchange. 

The main import markets are Brazil, with 87%, and Argentina, 
wíth 6%. The remaining 7% is distributed between Chile, Peru, Cuba, 
the Dominican Republic, Panama, Jamaica and Mexico. 

There are only two net exporting countries: Colombia and 
Venezuela: Colombia, with its El Cerrejon mine, absorbs 84% of 
regional exports. 

3. Goal: Eíght countries in the regían have proven coal reserves, 
mainly in Colombia and Brazíl, who together have 71 % of them. 

• Trinidad & Tobago has an interesting level of proven natural gas 
reserves, amountíng to almost twice as much as Bolivia. Part of 
them are located in territorial waters, in a field controlled by 
British Gas and Amoco, These companies are planning to build a 
LNG plant to export to the United States, Puerto Rico and possibly 
Europe. The ,.....main inconvenience is that the price of gas, which 
should be over 3 US$/1Q6 BTU, is currently at 1.5 US$/1Q6 BTU. 

• There is integration potential in the northern part of South 
America, between Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador, who would 
have to await the development of the interna! markets, based on 
large investments in distribution networks. 

Corrientes and Entre Rios, and even be interconnected with a 
derivation to Paraguay and with the gas pipeline to Brazil that 
comes from Bolivia. 
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26. OLADE-UNDP, op.cit. 

Shared hydropower developments have currently become an 
important contríbution to integration. Based on the important tech 
nological advances accomplished with regard to the transportation 
of electric power, particularly for large capacities and over long dis 
tances, not only are national hydropower potentials important con 
tributions to energy integration, but also other forros of generation. 
Transmissions in direct current have allowed inconveniences to be 

# 
In Central America, studies have already been carried out with 

respect to the El Tigre development, which would allow El Salvador 
and Honduras to in part resolve their supply problems and con 
tribute to the subregional interconnected system. 

Of these, the Garabi and Corpus projects stand out, which are 
in their final project level and about to be bid on. Another six pro 
jects are at the prefeasibility level. The total capacity of these eight 
projects would be of 11,384 MW, which gives an idea of the effects 
on the subregion's development, in addition to the contribution of 
clean energy. 

4. Electricity: Shared hydropower project developments consíd 
ered here have to do with those on which there is information about 
capacity or power. Other projects indicated= are still at the level of 
preliminary studies or ideas. 

have to be overcome in these cases would be the environmental 
impact caused by the use of coal in generating electricity, requiring 
the adaptation of the burning facilities, combustion operation and 
capture of salid particulates, hindering their emission into the air. 
The development of a research project on these aspects, similar to 
that carried out in Brazil for sea exploration to lace the country's coal 
in the world market, would be a priority issue for Colombia, with 
cooperation from Argentina and Brazil as potential largescale con 
sumers 
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27. Carlos Suárez, "Impactos ambientales del sistema energético de América latina y el Caribe, 1970 
1990 19902010," OLADECCE, September 1993. 

• Electric interconnection in the MERCOSUR: Binational intercon 
nections between Argentina and Uruguay stand out, as the result 
of shared generation in Salto Grande, between Brazil and 
Paraguay, in Itaipu, between Argentina and Paraguay, in Yacireta, 
and other smaller developments along border towns. Due to the 
integration process, these four countries have good possibilities of 
complementing each other, both due to the load diversity as well 
as to the supply. 

The perspectives suggested by projects under study and works 
in operation, seem to point to the following electricity commercial 
ization hubs: 

In spite of the effects of the large hydropower developments on 
the clima te, soil, quality of water, flora and fauna, which have still not 
been fully assessed, there is no doubt about the contribution of these 
developments with regard to gas and particulate emissions, to such 
a point that they have added significantly to the reversa! of specífíc 
emissions withiathe Latin American energy systems. These develop 
ments have avoided an annual emission of around 56 million tons of 
C02 and 250 thousand tons of NOx, in comparison to the alternative 
of thermal generation. 27 

There are also new possibilities to exploit important renewable 
resources in the region to reduce the consumption from nonrenew 
able sources in another distant region, with a high demand and a dif 
ferent load curve structure. 

overcome, although at higher costs per MV. With this respect, Brazil 
has the interconnection experience between Foz de Iguazu and Sao 
Roque (792 km), which has proven to be successful. 
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• Interconnection between the Bolivian and Argentine systems. 

• Interconnection of the Argentine and Chilean electric systems: 
Mendoza (AR)  Santiago (CH) and Comahue (AR)  Lakes region 
(CL). 

The Atlantic coastal center, from centralsouthern Brazil to the 
Comahue region in Argentina, links the Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay 
and Argentina national systems through several interconnections. 

Source: OLADE-UNDP and data lrom coun~ies 

SHP Basin Capacity Energ'f Rese!voir Stata 
Coun\Jies (MW) (GWh) 

Useful Sume 
'iOlvme e 
(km3) (km2) 

Corpus Cristi Parar.a RNer 4600 20100 5 575 Feasibiily 
(Argentina-Paraguay) 

ltalia-llaccra Pa•ar.a Aiver 1660 11290 nd 1850 Pre-feasibilily 
(ArgenUna-Paraguay) 

Ccmpal1Sador UruguayA~r 400 2000 nd nd lnventory 
SaltoG•ande 

(Argentina-Paraguay) 

Roncador Uruguay R~er 2700 9300 nd 930 Pre-fea~bilily 
Panarnbl 

(Argentina-Brazil) 

Ga!abi Uruguay Ril'er 1BOO 6100 nd 920 F~lily 
(Algentina-Brazil) 

SanPedm Uruguay River 750 3700 nd 1000 Pre-feasibilily 
(Argentina-Brillil 

Paso Cenlurion Merin Lake 32 130 nd nd lnvanlory 
(B1azi~Uruguay) 

Talabera Merln Lake 6 nd nd nd lnvaetory 
(81azi~Uruguay) 

As1itteros BermejoRiver 121 nd 1 54.3 Pre-feasibilily 
(hgentir.a-Bolivia) 

Alisayal B01rnejc Aiver 166 nd o 37.4 Pre-feasibilily 
{Argentlna-Boíi1/ia) 

Las Pavas 89!rnejc River 147 nd o 22.6 Pre-feas~lily 
(hgentina-Bolivia} 

Cachcoa del APA Paraguay 23 nd 1 nd lnvenlory 
(B•azil-Paraguay) River 

Antures-Maipures O!'inocoRWer 2000 17000 nd nd lnventory 
(Cclombia-Vene.zuela) .. 

EITig1e Lernpa Rr<er 525635 nd nd nd lnventory 
(Et Salvador-Honduras) 

Tabla 19: Shared hydropower projects (SHP) belng planned 
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• The closing links in the southern part of the continent point to the 
large interconnection between the central south and northeastern 
systems of Brazil, extending to Manaos, which will link the 
Andean and Atlantic zones. The feasibility of a future Guri (VE)  
Manaos (BR) link is being studied, with a further link between 
Peru and centralsouthern Brazíl, goíng through Bolivia. The clos 
ing of thís large ring would allow an optimization of the 
hydropower resources in South America, with regard to the better 
use if its dimatic and timezone diversity and as well as to the 
capacity of its equipments. 

• Electríc interconnection of the GRAN: Already in operation 
between Venezuela and Colombia we have the SevillaSan 
Antonio interconnection line, between the cities of Cúcuta (CO) 
and San Antonio (VE). There are also plans to interconnect 
Ecuador with Colombia and Peru and studies have been carried 
out for interconnections between Bolivia and Chile, going from · 
the Caribbean to the south Pacific, in one large network. 

Source: CIER and infocmation provided by the oountries 

Table 20: lntemational eleciric interconnections beina olanned 
Slbregioos Coor4ries Loca!ion Tensions{<V) 

MERCOSUR Argentina-6•iWI Santo Tome-Sao Borja 132{Ar)-230(6r} 
Yacyrela·haipu 

Srazl-Paraguay Munóo Novo-Salto de Guayra 34.5 

Brazil·Uruguay Uvramento-Rive<a AT 
Olui-C!luy 150 
Rio Branoo-Jagua!ªº AT 

GRAN Colootiia-Vanezvela Co<ozo-San Maleo 230 
CUestecila-Maracat>o 230 

Brazi~BolMa Co<u<rba-Pueflo Suarez 230 

Brazi~Veneruela Rocaima·EJ Gu¡i AT 
Manaus·Macag.ia 11 40Cl'500 

Chie-Atgenlina Sanliago-Men<loz.a 220 
Region de Los Lagos-Conanue sld 

Chi .. Peru Emelan·Sur Peru MT 

MCCA& Honduras-El Sall'adoc Guaternala·Honduras· 23G'l15/46 
Panama SIPAC EISsl-iadOl-Cosla Rica· 500 

Nicaragua·Panama 

G-3 Mexico-Central 500 .,,,,. America·Coiombia- 
Van azuela 
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Electric integration could be strengthened in severa} ways: 
toward the joint operation of the generator park of the systems that 
are already interconnected; toward more multilateral cooperation 
between countries that share developments along the same basin. In 
thís sense, the countries have shown their willingness to exchange 
inf ormation and avoid harming third countries with the construction ,.,. 
of projects in their territories and with their further operation. 
However, the possibilities of a coordinated management of the cas 
cade reservoirs have not been explored, nor the benefits from the 
further regulation of the basin, for a better coordination of the use of 
these primary resources and to plan the expansion of their respective 
electric systems. 

Finally, the power systems of Mexico and Colombia have 
achieved a hígh level of national integration and are interconnected 
to the main regional electric subsystems of each country. Thus, two 
poles can be identified that would allow for an interconnection 
between North and South America, moving through Central America. 

• Central American interconnection: The Central American electric 
systems are interconnected in two blocs: on the one hand, 
Guatemala with El Salvador, in the North, and then Honduras, 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama, in the South. There had been 
plans to finance a 230 KV interconnection between Honduras and 
El Salvador with funds from the San ]ose Agreement, as this was 
the only section left to interconnect the six electric systems in 
Central America. Asan alternative, there could also be a possible 
interconnection between Guatemala and Honduras. 
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de financiamiento en el sector eléctrico de América latina," OLADE, CEPAL, GTZ, abril 1995. 

Until the eightíes, the generalized scheme in terrns of sectorial 
organization, both related to the electríc as well as petroleum sub 
sectors, had been of a state monopoly, where the utilities formed 
part or depended directly on the state budget. Thus, the utilities 
depended on 'state budgetary criteria for their investment plans. In 
addition, selffinancing, which is an important basis of financing, was 
subject to political criteria due to its strong intervention in the for 

In the course of the last few years there have been and contin 
ue to be changes in the organization of the energy sector, which basi 
cally modify the function and fínancíng options of this sector: the 
corporatization of the public utilities, the inclusion of prívate corn 
panies within a more open framework related to the arder and struc 
ture of the sector, the privatization of utilities and, more recently, the 
energy integration projects. 

1. Trends in the macro conditions for financing of the 
energy sector 

In the following sections we will brieíly present the dífferent · 
forms of financing for energy investments and the optíons for ener 
gy integration projects. 

Investments needed for energy integration projects face the 
same financing difficulties and complexities that the energy sector 
faces in each country in the region. Those projecrs, however, could 
be an additional attraction for financing sources due to the longterm 
commitments each country involved in those projects has to assurne 
to guarantee that the developments, whether public and/or prívate, 
will be carried out wíthin the contractual obligations. 

V. Energy investments: new forms of financing2s 
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The privatization of a utility involves another ímportant step for 
its financing. To be viable, it involves sufficient setting of taríffs in the 

Another step that has had more incidence is the corporatization 
of previously public utilities, followed by their privatization. 
Corporatization without prívatízatíon irnplíes the disintegration of 
stateowned companies until its links to the company are reduced to 
a normal shareholdercompany relationship. If at the same time as 
the corporatization there is a price reform that allows reasonable self 
financing and the reduction of state participation, the company can 
go back to normal financia! structures. The guarantee that an owner 
state can give under good financial conditions would allow a reduc 
tion of its own capital to lower levels. 

A first step toward change has been the partial openness to the 
participation of privare enterprise under "BuildOwnTransfer" 
(BOT) or similar "Power Purchase Agreements" (PPA) agreements in 
the electric sector. Contracts related to services, risks, association, 
concession in the petroleum sector, etc., often precisely to surmount 
the financing problems. This <lid not really representa fundamental 
change in the organization of the sectors. 

This scheme had a strong incidence on the financing structure 
and forros. Utilities dependent on the interna! markets face more and 
more difficulties in raising enough funds. The fínancing structure of 
these utilities evolved, due to the lack of loans from prívate banks 
and then from multilateral banks, to a very special structure, with 
high percentages of its fínancing provided by the government. The 
financing structure of the sector's exporting oil companies was weak 
ened, with the exception of the largest ones that were able to rela 
tively maintain their independence. 

mation of interna! prices. The income, which oftentimes was gener 
ated by exporting petroleum companies, went into the state's gener 
al budget, financed investment programs for other sectors or even 
covered the operational expenses of other state enterprises. 
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prepared by OLADE, Quito, February 1993. 

• Multilateral banks, with the implicit warranty of the government of 
each country. 

Traditional financing sources for energy investments in Latín 
America and the Caribbean have consisted of bank loans.t? 
Financing far the development of infrastructure in the countríes of 
the region has had the following primary sources: 

Changes in the sectoral structure and ownership have resulted 
in changes regarding the function of financing. In sorne countries, 
the problem no longer lies in obtaining financing in sufficient 
amounts for the investments needed, but rather in selecting severa! 
options in terms of the financia! structure and instruments to be used. 
The design of the financing structure is chosen base on criteria relat 
ed to costs, risks, control and terms, taking into account the effect on 
control due to eventual interventions on the part of the government. 

In the electric subsector there is the typical problem of hígh 
capital intensiveness, which requires complex negotiations for its 
fínancing, particularly for the privare companies. The financing of 
large capital intensive projects wíth long amortization terms (for 
example, hydropower generation or transmíssíon projects) is not 
very operational within the companies' financia! schemes because 
they force an advisable structure. For this and other reasons, "project. 
financing" and other "out of balance" forms of financing become 
necessary. The d'iánges described did not take place in all the coun 
tries. However, there are severa! examples for each stage of changes 
in the Latín American and Caribbean energy sector. 

event of a regulated monopoly. In the case of competítive markets, 
the price is selfregulated by the market's own forces. Both cases 
allow suffícient selffinancing and for the making of healthy financia! 
structures. However, for financing sources, private companies have a 
limited access to development bank funds. 
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Prívate banks withdrew during the decade of the eighties, but 
are currently sponsoring the comeback of sorne countries in the 

· international markets.s? They are made up of commercial and invest 
ment banks, particularly in the industrialized countries, and have 
participated in financing energy projects almost always with other 
banks, in consortium, or also with multilateral banks, or associated to 
governmenttogovernment financing. In sorne cases, such as the 
financing of petroleum projects, it was ensured with the debt service 
a warranty, as occurred with the income from the export of oil and 
products. With the crisis of the debt during the decade of the eíght 
ies, most privare banks withdrew from the market of loans to coun 
tries or state companies, due to the uncertainty of payments and the 

The multilateral banks the World Bank (IBRD), the Inter 
American Development Bank (IDB), the Andean Development 
Corporation ( CAF) as traditional financiers of energy projects, are 
facíng more and more difficulties in fulfilling this purpose, due to 
financial and prioritization reasons linked to activities subject to 
financing. On the other hand, these institutions, and particularly the 
World Bank and the IDB, look for funds in the international capital 
markets and, due to the lowrisk rating, this favors the interest rate 
levels with which they lend their funds. It is argued that if certain 
governments or larger companies of the developing countries fulfill 
the requirements of the capital market, a socalled disintermediation 
of the banks would take place, even of the multilateral ones, there 
would be direct access to the share and capital markets. Therefore 
the tendency to prívatizatíon, demonopolization and coparticipation 
of the prívate sector. 

• Credit from suppliers. 

• The governments of industrialized countries or of countries rela 
tively more developed with respect to those in the region. 

• Private banks, with the explicit warranty of each government. 
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All traditional alternatives have reduced their participation in 
the last few years. The main reasons for this were the influence of the 
governments of the industrialized countries on the decisions of the 
credit and multilateral organizations, in the sense of restricting capi 
tal increases or budgetary allocations for those purposes, the trend to 
bank disintermediation and the search for financíng in the capital 
markets, since the argument was that state bank financing was a way 
of transferring subsidies of the rich countries to the developing coun 
tries in detriment of their own competitiveness. This situation moved 
the countries in the region to develop new internal and externa! eco 
nomic and financia! strategies and initiatives, in addition to adopting 
real rates, along with a reduction of costs, improvements in the pro 
ductive efficiency, in transportation and in the use of energy, leading 
to adjustments in the net flows of funds. 

Credit from suppliers, an important source from service, 
machinery and equipment suppliers, was always questioned due to . 
the difficuly of differentiating financia! charges from supply charges. 

The governments of industrialized countries or of those with a 
relatively higher development with respect to the region have crear 
ed mechanisms to support their export goods and services, whích 
normally involve credits for exports through the central and export 
import banks (l!iimbanks). However, fiscal restrictions have been 
affecting export supporting institutions, limiting this means of financ 
ing the infrastructure of other countries. 

frequent moratoriums of different countries. Since they have entered 
regularization processes with respect to debt payments, which 
include the previous agreements with the Intemational Monetary 
Fund (IMF), World Bank and the agreements of the París Club, pri 
vate banks are sponsoring the comeback of certain countries in the 
development of international financia! markets, acting as underwrít 
ers for the issue of Eurobonds and shares. However, there is a dear 
preference for financing of prívate enterprises in the developing 
countries and not for governments or state companies. 
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31. See PedroPablo Kuczynski, "lntemational Capital Flow to Iatin America. What is in che Promise?" 
in World Bank, Annual Conference on Development Polícy, 1992 proceedings, Washington 1993, 
pp. 323. 

The issue of bonds abroad were the instruments that pushed 
Latin America and the Caribbean forward in the international capital 

A central problem of the capital markets is the lack of interna! 
savings in the Latin American and Caribbean countries. The other 
side of the coin is the existence of a large amount of private Latin 
American capital abroad, estimated at between US$200 billion and 
US$300 billíon.t! To channel these capitals to infrastructure projects 
in Latin America, it is necessary to develop strong local capital mar 
kets, preferably bondtypes. 

In the case of Chile, institutional investors, particularly the 
retirement funds, played a decisive role in the constitutíon of the 
capital markets, which in that case took place alongside the prívati 
zations. The institutional investors, including the insurance compa 
nies and common investment funds, develop and contribute also in 
other countries, like Argentina, with backing from multilateral banks, 
to attend the companies' need for resources over the long term and 
for infrastructure purposes. ,.,,. 

A large amount of foreign capital is required by the Latin 
American and Caribbean energy sector. In spite of its rapid growth in 
sorne countries, like Chile, Argentina, Mexíco and Colombia, the cap 
ital markets of the region are far from being able to satisfy the 
demand of capital of the energy sector. The private electric utilities 
are already approaching the foreign capital markets, not only to 
finance projects but enterprises in general. The Chilean electric utili 
ties in particular operate with American depositary receipts (ADRs), 
which give thern access to the U.S. stock market. 

2. Situation of the financial markets in Latin America 
and the Caribbean and eeeess to the international 
markets 
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Chile, 1994, p. 14. . 

The ADRs and the Global Depositary Receipts (GDRs) become 
negotiable certificares operated and called out in the United States of 
America, in che case of che ADRs, or also in other markets, in the case 
of the GDRs, usually European ones. The ADRs represent the own · 
ership of a specific number of shares in a company where the major 
ity of the capital is not North American but can be registered or list 
ed in the U.S. markets (according to Rule 144A and Regulation "S" of 

A similar alternative is the issue of convertible bonds, which 
will probably be used by those companies chat want to help the entry 
of foreign investors or the return of national capital that flowed out 
side the countries in the past. This convertible bond is a quasipatri 
monial instrument chat can be totally or partially converted into a 
specific number of common shares of che issuíng entity. Where these 
convertible bonds are treated like patrimony, this could favor the 
debt/capital relation and the company's financia! position. 

market, under che influence of che Brady lnitiative.S Long-terrn 
fínancíng sources of at least ten years had to come from bilateral 
agents like che Eximbanks of the United States, Japan and others, like 
Hermes in Germany, or from their guarantees to prívate banks.33 
Latin America and the Caribbean constitute the largest growing 
region in che market of Eurobonds. Close to 145 issues of Eurobonds 
have been carried out duríng'the 19891992 period, representing US$ 
13.3 billion in nine types of currencies. The fíve countries of the 
region that participated in the bond markets until 1991, Argentina, 
Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela and Chile, captured during chat year, via 
che issue of bonds, approximately US$ 7 .2 billion, in comparison 
wíth US$ 2.7 billion during 1990. In 1992 and 1993, the first four · 
countries achieved US$ 12.4 billion.rt 
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The annual average investment required is US$19 billion until 
the year 2000 and, for the following decade, an annual average of 
US$28 billion. Annual investment requirements for the subsector are 
therefore more substantial than total foreign investment in oil, natur 

·""" 
Despite the introduction of new rules and the application of 

new forms of financing, the electric power sector is still facing a 
enormous financia! gap. In the years from 1991 to 2010, LAC will 

· have to invest, according to OLADE estimates, US$466 billion.36 This 
means an annual average investment of about US$23 billion up to the 
year 2010. 

3. Financing investments in electricity 

the Stock Act of 1993 of the U.S.A.). The issue of ADRs is authorized 
by the U.S. Stocks and Bonds Commission through the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC). For this, severa! legal figures come into 
play: the company that issues the majority of nonU.S. bonds and 
shares, a custodia! bank that keeps under its control the shares that 
endorse the issuance of the ADRs, the correspondent U.S. depositary 
bank that issues them, the stock exchange of each country that fol 
lows up and registers the ADRs quotes in comparison with their col 
lateral values in each country, a securities deposit that carries the reg 
ister of investors, exchange houses as brokers in each market, stock 
brokers and investors. Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Venezuela and 
Argentina participate in these programs, through 30 companies until 
1992. In 1994, 50 companies negotiated deposit certificates, in spite 
of the losses experienced by the shares in sorne Latin American 
countries.s> The telephone, cement, petroleum and electric cornpa 
nies are the ones with the best possibilities of gaining access vía the 
ADRs and GDRs to the larger markets. 
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37 OLADE, Reforming, Restructuring, and Regulating the Electric Power Subsector of Latin America 
and che Caríbbean, Central Tapie for the XXV Meeting of Energy Ministers of OLADE, Port-of-Spaín, · 
Tritúdad and Tobago, November 1994. 

38 Edison Ortiz, Access to Capital Markets: Posstbitutes, Instruments, and Restriciions, ENERIAC 93 
Proceedings, OLADE, 1993. 

Sorne electric power companies are already obtaining their 
funds directly from society.38 Commercial and multilateral banks are 
adopting a facilítatíng role: underwriting operations for the issuance 
of debt, bonds, and shares that are tradable on international capital 
markets. The instruments to resolve their external debt problems 
include corporate bonds and shares, and ADR and GDR mechanisms 
for indirect transactions of shares from Latín American corporations 
or companies. The interest in these instruments on foreign capital 

Corporate financing: With the incorporation and emergence 
of privatesector electric power utility companies, the financing 
structures of companies have changed. The traditional sources · of 
electric power sector financing were: multilateral banks (World 
Bank, IDB, CAF), commercial banks (for countries that have resolved 
their debt problern), governments and bilateral loans, supplier cred 
its, granting of loans or capital contributions from governments, and 
the internal generation of funds by meaos of tariffs. Prívate enter 
prises do not have the same options because they have no access to 
government contributions and bilateral and, especially, multilateral 
cooperation bank loans. A privatesector company that is mature in 
operational, financial, and service terms, however, seeks other 
options. 

Multilateral banks are selfrestricted to a contribution of no 
more than 20% of project volume. With the stagnation of contribu 
tions from the State, this means the need for an unprecedented 
amount of funds from the prívate sector, customers, national and 
international capital markets, and commercial banks. 

al gas, electrícíty, mining and telecommunications obtained by LAC, 
which amounted to only US$17.7 billion in 1992.37 
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39. See chapter 4 of DELPHOS, AD Power and Money, US ECRE and NREL, Washington 1994. 

40. See the presentations of panel 2.1 of ENERLAC 1993. OLADE 1993. 

41. For a critica! appreciation, see BEHRENS, A. Cheaper Energy at Lower Cost, in Energy Policy, 
January 1992. 

The political risks find insurance in agencies like the 
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) of the World Bank 
and the Overseas Privare Investment Corporation (OPIC) of the 
United Sates. Most developing countries have agreements with these 
agencies that define the rules and type of risks that the host country 
wants to ínsure.v With support from the OPIC, "growth funds" were 
established and continue to exist to date for Russia, Asia and Africa, 
with the purpose of participating in the capital of projects and in the 
expansion of companies. 

Multilateral banks, through their specialized affiliates (IFC of 
the World Bank, IIC of the IDB and CAP) participate under certain 
conditions in the capital of new enterprises or dispense loans for prí 
vate projects (always as the minority counterpart in companies with 
a local or regional majority).39 In addition, multilateral banks support 
with endorsements and warranties for the issuance of documents, 
which is an important element in the development of the utilities' 
capitals.w ,.,,. 

Whereas the problem with the international capital markets 
consists in access to thern, within the region the problems has to do 
wíth the attraction of internal savings and the formation of capital 
markets, for which there are two generalized systems: the retirement 
funds and the national banking system. En the case of Chile, the pri 
vatizations of the electric utilíties, with the intervention of the retire 
ment funds (supported by the capitalization of the retirement pen 
sions of the workers in that same sector) have been the decisive 
moments in the formation of the capital markets. In other countries, 
these capital markets are stíll not strong. 

markets has been confirmed. International commercial banks have 
developed specific activities to support electric power utilities. 
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42. See Special Supplemenc: Project Finandng in Latín Arneríca july/August 1993. LATINFINANCE, 
September 1993 

A group of advisors provides counsel for the sponsor in legal, 
tax and financia! matters. The financia! advisor, which can be the 

To ensure the economic viability, a Power Purchase Agreement 
(PPA) is signed, which is a longterm contract for the purchase of 
electricity, with utilities that distribute electricity or with large con 
sumers. 

In project fínancíngv there is a sponsor who runs the commer 
cial risk. This is normally an electric utility that plans on operating a 
generation plant or transmission line. In the case of a joint venture, 
two or more 'sponsors for the project get together, preferably local 
utilities or utilities from other countries or multinationals. 

Thís form has existed since the seventies in the electric sector 
for the financing of large projects and has currently been displacing 
the traditiorutl form of corporate financing which seems not to be too 
feasible, since the companies and promoters of these projects do not 
have the same flnancial capacity as do corporations or individuals to 
guarantee repayment of the loans. 

Project financing: Instead of the classical financing within the 
framework of the company, project planning deals with the project 
as if it were an individual company. It has its own financia! structure, 
with its own (risk) capital and lent capital, and as such, all forms of 
corporate financing are open to it. As the electric utílíty gaíns con 
trol of the project, it should be consolidated into its balance. 

Other sources for corporate financing can be private funds, 
"investment funds" and even sectorial ones. These funds include 
electric utility shares (ADRs) or bonds in their portfolios. Finally, the 
electric utílíties of other regions look for shares in the Latín American 
and Caribbean utilities. 
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The Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) was created by the 21 
IDB member countries. This fund has two goals. The fírst is to 

Neui mechanisms of multilateral banks. The "Global 
Environmental Facility" ( GEF) provides, among others, nonrefund 
able contributions for investment projects with incremental costs, to 
reduce environmental damages. Among the four focal áreas, the 
reduction of greenhouse gases could be applicable for electric gen 
eration projects. 

Finally, capitals for large projects come from the capital mar 
kets ín the form of bonds or as loans from groups of the commercial 
banks. The rnaín providers of capital underwrite this contribution. 

The political risks are often covered by MIGA or OPIC; the 
commercial risks of suppliers could be covered by export insurance 
in the form of an endorsement or guarantee (EXIMBank, Hermes, of 
Germany, etc.). 

There are several potential sources of financing. Traditionally, 
credit exportation agencies (like the U.S. EXIMBank) contribute an 
export credit as the cornerstone of the structure. Important contribu 
tors ofboth own capital (but with a minority participation) as well as 
of loans can be the "arrangers", the multilateral or bilateral develop 
ment bank (IFC, but also banks like KfW, of Gerrnany, for example), 
the commercial bank. Second in line as loan contributors are the cap 
ital goods suppliers, large clients, etc. The parts of the financia! struc 
ture with least coverage are signed by groups (trade unions) of the 
prívate banks. The banks share lesser parts of these loans, which do 
not have guarantees due to the lack of liquidity of assets, etc. to mín- 
imize their risks ("limited or nonresource financing"). 

agency of a commercial bank (international) or of a multilateral bank 
(IFC, for example), puts together the project's financia! structure and 
often plays the role of "arranger", that is, of organizing the financia! 
contributions. 
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43. T.his scheme is being tested for the fírst time in Kingston, Jamaica, in the 60 MW Rockfort project, 
wíth diese) rnotors belonging to the Jamaica Prívate Power Company, through the National 
Investrnenr Bank of Jamaica. This scheme was based on the Hub River's 1,300 MW project in 
Pakistán, where funds wíll be transferred from che World Bank to rhe Privare Sector Encrgy 
Development Fund of Pakistán. The cntire financia! scheme has srill not been defíned, although the 
project is already under consrrucríon. The experience of the Rockfort project will serve as a rnodel 
for other projects, as is the case of the 250 MW project being analyzed by the Dominícan Republic. 

Among other financíng options available to the sector we have: 
the utilization of local capital markets, or developing them in the 
event that they do not exíst, including the placement of bonds in the 
market; using forms of leasing for new equipment and facilities; 
involving local and externa! resources and agents; prornoting joint 
ventures between new and existing electríc utilities and local and 
externa! investors; promoting alternative independent energy and 
cogenerator producers; promoting the demand management and 
rational use of electric power; creating conditions for the operation 
of "Energy Services Companies (ESCOs) and the constitution of 
mutual funds; arranging conversion schemes for foreígn debt ínto 
new investments: increasing the financia! share in the expansion of 

An alternative could be the joint operation of multilateral banks 
and the prívate sector. According to what has already been men 
tioned, multilateral banks have hístorically granted loans to the gov 
ernments of their member countries or that have been guaranteed by 
their governments. This has hindered direct loans for the develop 
ment of private energy projects, leadíng to the actíon of the multilat 
eral banks for the prívate sector, as is the case of the International 
Finance Corpgration (IFC). However, the World Bank and the IDB 
have developed a rnethod to finance privare energy projects, provid 
íng resources through a local government fund.43 

"reduce the social costs of the transition to the open market econo 
my, which <loes not apply directly to the sector. The second is to 
"give impulse to activities of the privare sector, to make the public 
sector's institutions agile and to help the companies to enter into the 
world market" and can open upa space for the cofinancing of cer 
tain investments in the sector. 
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44. Cox, Marc, Tendencias de la Industria de Energía Eléctrica Norteamericana, Seminario Brasil E.U.A. 
sobre el desarrollo de Energía Eléctrica, op. cit. 

Jndependent Power Producers: The independent producers are 
those who opera te in a similar way to those . ..described above, but 
who stay on in the project as operators and owners of a part of the 
facility. These types of players have significantly increased their par 
ticipation in the U.S. market+' Since 1980, the capacity of the índe 
pendent industry has increased by 19% per year, reaching 43,000 
MW in operation by 1992. During the 19901991 period, these inde 
pendent utilities installed almost 11,500 MW. This was the first time 
that the additional capacity installed by independent utilities was 
higher than that of the traditional concessions installed during the 
same period. 

Project Deuelopers. These are companies that look for invest 
ment opportunities in the local and international markets and bring 
the necessary and most appropriate partícípants together to develop 
a proiect, that is, the retainer of the concession, the main investor, the 
sources of financing, the operator, the builder, the equipment, ser 
vice and fuel suppliers (when applicable), the company that is going 
to buy the generated power and that one that will accept the new 
power facility, in the event of a cogeneration project. 

Neto players. Project Deoelopers, Jndependent Power Producers 
and ESCOs. Dueto the openness of the electric markets, space was 
opened up for new players to come on scene, sorne of them created 
based on other realities, as that existing in the industrialized coun 
tries. This is the case of the new players in the electric sector known 
as project developers, independent power producers and ESCOs 
(energy servíces companies). 

the system on the part of new and existing clients (including antíci 
pated energy purchase contracts); and the sale of part of the assets of 
the electric utilities, as is indicated below. 
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45. The purchase of megawans is considered to be "the payment of electric concessíonaíres to their 
dients or representatives (íike the ESCOs) for them to demand management and rauonal use of 
energy programs, based on proposals to reduce consumption or capacity, under the same corn 
petítíve conditions as the proposals for the sale of power on the pan of independent producers or 
cogenerators, 

BSCOs: To understand the operation of the Energy Service 
Companies, one must remember that there is sufficient capacity and 
power savings potencial in each energy user system. With invest 
ments in the user systern to materialize this potential, the investment 
for the expansion of the supply system would be at least superfluous. 
Meanwhile, there is a situation of cornpetition between new 
Megawatts and "Negawatts".45 In the schemes of demand side man 
agement (DSM) and integrated resource planning (IRP) that are often 
required by the regulatory body, the electric utilities in the United 
States began to <leal with the clients to reduce their electric demand. 
Now there are different kinds of programs: client information and 
assistance, rate measures to encourage savíngs, "purchase" of the 
clíent's power savings, "sale" of power savings. 
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46. Here we have considered those who have an energy objective in their Bylaws or that cover aspecrs 
linked to the energy sector and give certain priority to them in their different functions. 

In trying to define an order in the universe goverrunental and 
nongovernmental, formal and informal agreements that have some 
thing to do with energy issues, one notes a dispersion according to 
the spheres of action, as is indicated in the next table. In additíon, in 
analyzing the purpose of each organization, one can note hetera 

1. lnternational energy organiz:ations 

In this sense, we will first provide a brief although not exhaus 
tive summary of the existing bodíes.w Secondly, we will analyze 
sorne of the difficulties these bodies face as a result of the lack of 
interaction between the economicsocial polícies, the national ener 
gy polícies and the energy integration policies, as well as the partic 
ipation and commitment of the energy authorities to these policies. 
Thirdly, we will analyze the way in which the organizations view the 
integration processes, the priority they give them in their agendas 
and their perspectives regarding regional and hemispheric integra 
tion, as well as the perception that the international organizations 
have regarding the guidelines to be taken into ~count in defining a 
regional energy policy. 

The countries and power companies of the region have creat 
ed intemational energy bodies to facilitare mutual cooperation and 
assistance, to act together in the international fora and basically to 
promote the bilateral and multilateral integration processes. 
However, on can see different perceptions in these organizations and 
in the ministries of energy regarding their functions, according to the 
relative importance they assign to each of the purposes mentioned. 

VI. lnstitutional aspects that are relevant for ener- 
gy integration 
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Thirdly, the incipient regionalization process is beginning to 
demonstrate the benefits of energy integration between subregions, 
requiring the coordination of studies and subregional cooperation. 
These, however, do not take place as the result of coordinated 

geneity. Sorne of those organizations do not have a specific energy 
purpose, but all of them have sorne power unit and many of them 
carry out work that could superimpose that of the others. The list 
only shows organizations that have been formally constituted and 
mentions sorne agreements. 

The existing diversity and heterogeneity have caused a lack of 
coordination among the international bodies that can be explained, 
in part, by the way in which the energy integration processes have 
taken place. 

In the first place, the first atternpts at energy integration had to 
do mainly with the implementation of projects to use shared 
hydropower developments that arase from the creation of bilateral 
organizations whose experience in sorne cases has not been used 
well, as the prof essional capacity acquired in these undertakings was .,.,,~ 
not capitalized u pon within that process. This involved new learning, 
overcoming old mistakes and, in the last instance, starting over in 
each case. 

Secondly, due to the rapid development of the subregional 
integration agreements (GRAN, MERCOSUR, MCCA, CARICOM, G . 
3), specific power units are required to resolve different aspects aris 
ing from energy complementing between signatory countries and 
where not only public but prívate interests are at stake, which means 
that these organizations require a legal framework to become 
involved in integration processes. In sorne of these organizations, 
integration studies and projects have been and continue to be carried 
out, where common problems to the countries are identified. These 
experiences, however, do not seem to move on to other spheres with 
similar problerns, for which reason there is a repetition of what 
occurs at the bilateral level. The lack of communication seems to be 
the central issue in these processes. 
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47. To date, over 20 bilateral energy integration agreements have been terminated. 

As a result of this diversity and heterogeneity, the governments 
have lost síght and even knowledge regarding their own institutions. 
Consequently, they create new structures and agreements.f? super 

Fourthly, besides these processes a more ambitious project is 
about to take place, in the form of the Americas Free Trade Zone, 
which requires a specífic organizatíon to coordinate the regional 
efforts and which until this moment <loes not have a formal coordí 
nation with regards to energy. 

actions between the organizations, and what can be noted is that 
they all try to do everything. "'.,,. 

Souron: OLADE, Seplerrb" 1995 

Govommentll H<>nGownwneotal 

Hemisphefl: Or¡¡aJ\iz.ation el Am.n::an SI.ates (OAS) 
lnter-Amelican Deveklpment Bank (108) 
Ameti:as Free Trade Zlme 

Regk>ral L.alin AmeOOlrl Econcmi: System (SELA) Latín Amelican Emrepreoeorial 
Grot!)cl R·o Reciproca! Petrcleum AssiSlaoce 
L.atn Amencan lnteglllloo AsscclatiJn (ALADI) (ARPEJ.) 
Et:ooomie Comm lcr L.aiin America al<l EiectJX: Regional lntegraticn 
lhe camoean (ECLAJ Commission (CIER) 
L.atin Ametcan Energy Organiz.ati>I {OLADE) 

Subreg'onaJ SouU\em Common MarMI (MERCOSUR) Ceotral Amer'can Elect1ií"8tiJn 
Financlál Ful<l fer !he Deveklj)menl of llle Cooncil {CEAC) 
Ríver Plalo Bas~ (FONPlATA) 
Carta ge na Agioemen! (JUNAC) 
Andean Deveiopment Ccrpcratkln (CAF) 
Andean Enorgy Coollination Committoe 
(CACE) 
Central Amencan Commoo Marlcot (MCCA) 
5anJosoAgreemeot 
Cenlral Amelican ln!ogratkln Seerolllriat 
(SIECA) 
Regional Energy Forum for Central Amerita 
(FREAC) 
Hydrocartioo Cccporatkln Ccrnmlttee klr 
Central Am1lriea (CCHAC) 
NcrthemTriangle 
Cenlral Amencan Eccncm~ lntegraticn llank 
(aCIE) 
Cartibean CcmlOOn Mall<el (CARICCM) 
Gr0<4> ol llle Throe (G-3} 

&laloral Ene19'1 lnlegralion A91eements Pmate Ene<gy lntegraticn 
Mixed Ccmmis5icrls fer Shaled H)'fropcwl!I Agreements 
~ents 

Naticnas t.lln~tnes of Ene¡gy SIAi• and Priva!• Pcwer Utilities 
Enlrepreneurlal Ene<gy 
Crambeffi and Associafuos 

Table 21: lntemational organilations and agreements tied to energy 
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48. Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El 
Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Trinidad & Tobago, Uruguay and Venezuela. 

Of all the international and regional government organizations 
indicated in the Table, OLADE is the one with a specific energy pur 
pose. Since its creation, on 2 November 197~, through the Lima 
Agreement ratified by 26 Latin American and Caribbean countries, it 
covers a broad area of Latín Amerícaw which, when compared to the 
area covered by the International Energy Association (IEA) that the 

1. 1 Regional government organixations: the Latin 
American Energy Organixation (OLADE) 

Next we will briefly refer to the characteristics of the main ener 
gy organizations in the region who have a specífíc statutory objective 
within this field. 

There is therefore a need to revise the functions of the interna 
tional organízatíofis, to better distribute the work, creating an ade 
quate communication network between them, to achieve a coordi 
nated operation within an environment of cooperation. 

As a consequence, it would seem that there is a need to put a 
stop to this dynamíc and to start reflecting on how to <leal with the 
diversíty, heterogeneity and their interactions to find the best solu 
tion. Openness to the subregions that have a regional, continental 
and worldwíde projectíon demands that the governments work in a 
coordinated fashíon within each specífíc activity, including energy. 
Neither <loes it seem viable that there will be an adequate view of the 
regional problems within the ministries of each country, except with 
regards to matters of national interest. 

imposing functions and hindering the integration process as they 
emit unclear or contradictory messages. 
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Since its creation and under the auspices of the European 
Union, ít has gradually developed an EnergyEconomic Information 
System (SIEE), with information on the history and prospects of the 
region, placed firstly at the service of the intemational organizations 
specialized in this topic and providing updated information on the 
energy structure and evolution of each country and of the region, 
wíth data provided by the ministries of energy of the Member 
Countries. In addition, · it has carried out and continues to carry out 
energy studies and technical assistance, at the request of the Member 
Countries and of international cooperation. 

The maximum authority of the organization is constituted by 
the Meeting of Ministers, formed by the Ministers of Energy or their 
equivalent, of the Member countries. The Permanent Secretariat is 
the executive body, with headquarters in Qui59, Ecuador, and is 
headed by the Executive Secretary, who is elected by the Meeting of 
Ministers. 

d) To propase forms to reduce negative energy impacts on the enví 
ronment. 

e) To promote regional energy integration. 

b) To foster the development of the energy resources and jointly 
attend to the different problems related to their efficient and ratio 
nal use, to better help in the economic and social development of 
the different countries. 

a) To strengthen solidarity and coordinate actions for the rational use 
and defense of the energy resources of the countries and of the 
region as a whole. 

OECD industrialized member countries are associated with, is not to 
be ignored. The creators of the Organization set the following objec 
tives: 
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49. See the different Resolutions of the Meetings of Ministers, from 1992 to 1994. 

50. See "OLADE: straregtes for che inclusión of publíc and privare actors of the regional energy sector," 
Quito, February 1995. 

OLADE cooperation, in turn, with relation to the public and prí 
vate energy utilities, has the purpose of promoting their inítíatives 
with regard to energy conservation issues, investments in energy 
supplies, production of equipment within certain standards of effí- 
ciency and quality, transfer of technology, energy integration pro 
jects. OLADE's participation will allow the technical, economic and 
financia! identification and assessment of energy projects within the 

The sphere of action for the utilities in Organization projects 
and activities, as well as in the dissemination of information on the 
evolution of the energy sector's restructuring process and on prívate 
and public participation in energy integration projects in the Member 
Countries, will create a synergy between the different players of the 
sector that will give impulse to their efforts. 

The inclusion of public and prívate energy utilities in the orga 
nization wíll allow creating a place where they can act as a part of it, 
contribute to it and benefit from what it has to offer. 

Based on the challenges indicated, therefore, it was decided to 
concentrate the organization's efforts activities aimed at providing 
assistance, ínvolvíng all energy players and mutually involving the 
specífíc areas those players might require.>? 

During the last Meetings of Ministers, most of the Member 
Countries felt that it was necessary for the Organizatíon to reorganize 
itself, adapting its activities to the new global energy situation, to the 
integration processes and to the new economic and institutional real 
ities of the countries in the region, where prívate enterprise is partic 
ularly actíve.s? Thís adaptation should allow the active participation 
of all public and prívate energy players, the interrelationship 
between those players, the transfer of technology and the develop 
ment of commercial and business relations in the energy sector. 
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51. Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. 

In March of 1993, a Work Plan was drawn up with the intention 
of setting the guidelines for the subregion's energy polícy. At the 

The Working Subgroups (SGT) carry out the different tasks set 
by the GMC. Among them we have the SGT9, whose function con 
sists in recommending the energy policies for the MERCOSUR aimed 
at fulfilling the objective of the Treaty in energy matters. 

The Common Market Group (GMC), which is the body in 
charge of carrying out the decisions of the Council, is formed by rep 
resentatives of the Ministries of Foreign Affaírs and Economy and the 
Central Banks. 

tries. 

1.2.1 The Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR):51 The sub 
regional policies and decisions regarding their implementation are 
under the Common Market Council (CMC), which is the body in 
charge of the political direction and decisions aimed at complying 
with the objectives of the Asunción Treaty. The Council is formed by 
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Economy of the member coun 

1.2 Subregional Government Energy Organiz:ations 

OLADE's technical cooperatíon, in addition, will attempt to 
share efforts with research centers, universities and energy consul 
tants in Latin America and the rest of the world, to attend projects in 
the region, reducing its technical contribution to the level of project 
management and auditing and thus establish quality control, direct 
ing the work to specialized centers. 

context of development defined by each country or within the inte 
gration agreements, which constitute the endorsement for each 
enterprise and for the obtainment of financing 
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52. Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and ~nezuela. 

On 16 July 1994, the VI Meeting of Ministers of Energy of the 
Member Countries approved the creatíon of an Andean Energy 
Coordination Committee (CACE), whose objective is to coordinate, 
complement and integrare the GRAN's energy sector, through the 
optimization of existing technical and flnancíal resources at the sub 
regional level. 

To <leal with aspects related to energy integration, the Board 
created the Andean Energy Integration Program (PAIE) in 1994. 
Actions planned to fulfill these aspects are geared to promoting the 
exchange of information and experiences between the Member 
Countries, propose Andean technical standards for efficiency and 
study physical integration projects, within a strategy aimed at forrn 
ing an Andean Common Market. Activities in 1995 have taken place 
in two large areas having to do with Energy Cooperation and Energy 
Use, within the framework of sustainable development. 

1.2.2 Andean Group (GRAN):52 The Quito Meeting of September 
1994, involving the Presidents of the Andean Group, ordered the ere 
ation of the Andean Integration System. The Board, which had been 
íts technical body, was to be substituted by a General Secretariat, 
including in the System those organizations that had already been 
operating. 

moment, studies and integration projects are being carried out in 
which common problems related to the institutional, legal and juridi 
cal frameworks are being identífied, the asymmetry between the 
energy systems of the member countries is assessed, comparative 
energy prices and their taxation are analyzed, as well as the inci 
dence of energy on selected productive sectors, rationalization, qual 
ity, productivity and technical standards, legislation and the environ 
mental framework, and technological development, among other 
matters. 
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53. Costa Rica, El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala and Nicaragua. 

Within the energy sector the actions of the electric and hydro 
carbon sectors stand out. In the fírst, the main results have been the 
development of binational electric ínterconnectíons, studies and ini- 
tiatives for their completion and reinforcement, and the consolida 
tion of the Central American Electrifícation Council (CEAC), a body 
formed by authorities from the national electric utilities of the six 
countries, that is in charge of giving impulse to and coordinating 
actions for subregional electric integration. 

1.2.3 Central American Common Market (MCCA}.53 During the 
last few years there have been ímportant advances in the consolida 
tion of the Central American integration process. On the current 
agenda, the following actions are being considered: i) reactivation of 
economic integration; ii) establishment of sectojíal actíons; ili) sup 
port for productive modernizatíon; iv) modernization of the public 
sector, and v) coordination of negotiations with third countries. To 
carry out these actions, the importance of externa! cooperation has 
been acknowledged. 

• Finance the integration process. 

• Adopt cornmon measures. 

• Establish the common longterm objectives defined in the Andean 
Energy Agenda. 

The CACE is formed by the Board of the Cartagena Agreement 
(JUNAC), which will probably be replaced by the General Secretariat 
of the Andean Integration System, the Andean Development 
Corporation ( CAF) and the Latin American Energy Organization 
(OLADE), which acts as a Technícal Secretariat. To achieve the sub 
regional energy integration objectives, CACE functions were set 
within the following actions: 
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54. Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela. 

This group is formed by the Federal Electricity Commíssíon 
(CFE) of Mexico, Electric Interconnection (ISA) of Colombia, the 
Ministry of Energy and Mining (MEM) and the EDELCA and CADAFE 
companies of Venezuela. Due to the fact that the interconnection of 
the electric systerns of the G3 countries requires the inclusion of the 

The Electric Interconnection Working Group (GTIE) was creat 
ed to study development schemes for the electric systems, to evalu 
ate the benefits of electric interconnection and to forma joint port 
folio of generation projects that would allow a better use of the ener 
gy resources through electric interconnectíon. 

1.2.4 Group,..of the Three (G3):54 In October of 1990, the Vice 
ministers of energy of these three countries formed the Energy 
Cooperation Committee of the G3, formed by several Working 
Groups (coal, hydropower, electric interconnections and natural 
gas). The Central American countries have been invited to participate 
in these groups, whose activities have been aimed at assessing the 
energy potential and identifying complementary schemes for energy 
development. 

The creation and installation, in 1991, of the Regional Central 
American Energy Forum (FREAC), forrned by the Ministers in charge 
of the energy sector, has prometed the sector's intraregional ínte 
gratíon and cooperation. One of its first actions was the creation of 
the Central American Hydrocarbon Cooperation Committee 
(CCHAC), forrned by representatives of this subsector in each coun 
try. Problerns arisíng frorn their condition as net importing countries 
of petroleum products and of their provisioning has becorne the 
main point on the Committee's agenda. The results of these discus 
síons have been presented to the FREAC, which has recognized the 
importance of externa! cooperation in the region and the need to 
coordinate and direct it to maximize its contribution for the develop 
ment of the countries. 
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55. Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia; Chile, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. 

The creation of the CIER took place during a historical moment 
characterized by the abundance of petroleum dollars that financed 
integration projects of worldwide importance, like the hydropower 
plants of Itaipú, the largest in the world, built by Brazil and Paraguay; 
Salto Grande, built joíntly by Argentina and Uruguay; Yacyretá, 
between Argentina and Paraguay, as well as countless border ínter 
connection lines. 

According to its bylaws, the objective of the CIER is to promote 
and encourage the integration of the electric sector in the region. 

Ten National Committees from the South American countriesñ 
form the CIER as full members. Also participating as associate mern 
bers are the companies of the UNESA Group of Spain, EDF of France, 
CFE of Mexico and ENEL of Italy. 

1.3.1 Regional .Electrlc Integratíon Commission (CIER.): It was 
formed in 1964, through the initiative of the directors of the electric 
sector of Uruguay, who called together a congress of representatives 
from companies in charge of electricity services in Latín America. At 
this meeting it was agreed to form the CIER to be a natural forum for 
the exchange of information, knowledge and experiences on the 
problems of the electric sector in the region, as well as to share ideas 
about possible bilateral or multilateral endeavors, 

1 .. 3 Non-govemment Organizations 

Central American electric system, representatíves of Guatemala, El 
Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama also form 
part of the GTIE, through the Central American Electrification 
Council (CEAC), ECLA and the corresponding electric utilities. 
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56. The Costa Rican Electricity lnstitute (ICE), the Executive Hydropower Commissíon of the Lempa 
River (CEL) of El Salvador, the National Electrification Instituce (INDE) of Guatemala, the Nalional 
Electric Power Company (ENEE) of Honduras, the Nicaraguan Electricity Company (ENEL) and the 
Institute of Hydraulic Resources and Electrification (IHRE) of Panama. 

57. ARPEL members are: Natíonal Fuel, Alcohol and Portland Administration (ANCAP) of Uruguay, 
Fuel Union (CUPET) of Cuba, Colombian Petroleum Company (ECOPETROL), National Petroleum 
Coa¡pany (ENAP) of Chile, Argentina State Gas, Mexican Petroleum Institute (IMP), Petroleum 
Corporation of Jamaica (PCJ), Petroleum of Venezuela (PDVSA), Mexican Petroleum (PEMEX), 
Brazilian Petroleum (PETROBRAS), PetroCanada, Petroecuador, Nicaraguan Petroleum Company 
(PETRONIC), Paraguayan Petroleum (PETROPAR), Peru Petroleum (PETROPERU), Costa Rican 
Petroleum Refinery (RECOPE), State Oil Company Suriname N.V. (STAATSOLlE), Trinidad and 
Tobago ou Company Ltd, (TRINTOC), Fiscal Petroleum Flelds (YPF) of Argentina, Fiscal Bolívían 
Petroleum Fields (YPFB). 

1.3.3 ReciprocJJI Assistance of Latín American Oil Companies 
(ARPEL): lt was created on 2 October of 1965 in Río de janeiro, as a 
nongovernmental association of Latin American state companies. Its 
bylaws are modified in the 28th Ordinary Assembly, held in 
Asunción, Paraguay, in 1993, to allow the inclusion of prívate oil 
companies of the regíon.v The objectives of the new bylaws are to 
encourage cooperation between its members in areas of common 
interest and benefit, as well as mutual assistance aimed at regional 
íntegratíon, managerial development, increased efficiency, environ 
mental protection and progress of the Latin American petroleum 
industry within the global context. 

Since the creation of the CEAC, binational electric interconnec 
tions have been developed, as well as studies and initiatives for their 
completion and reinforcement. 

Its main objective is to achieve a better use of the energy 
resources of the member countries, through the effícíent, rational 
and appropriate generation, transmission and distribution of electric 
power. 

1.3.2 Central American Electrlfication Council (CEAC): This 
organization is formed by the authorities the national electric utilities 
of the six Central American countries= and is in charge of giving 
impulse to and coordinating subregional electric integration actions. 
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• Applicable prices and taxes: There has been little advance in the 
region with regard to the setting of uniform príces, rates and taxes. 
This aspect constitutes a barrier for the energy integration process 

• Legislation and standards: In general, in the countries of the 
regíon the hydrocarbon laws and those governing the electric sub 
sector do not contain express provisions with regards to energy 
integration. This situation creates a juridical gap that <loes not 
allow for dynamic energy integration projects at the regional and 
subregional levels. This translates also into a lack of specifications 
with regards to standards of origin, reciprocity, exchange curren 
cy, forms of payment and compensation, joint investments, anti 
dumping standards, capacity and energy optimization in the ínte 
grated area, among others. 

From this one can infer that the energy integration process is 
taking place in sorne cases with many difficulties and in others spon 
taneously, within what has been called an open regionalism where 
prívate players are more dynarnic in generating commercial and 
investment agreements for the sector once the government opens 
up, and where the bureaucratic structure needed to guide the inte 
gration processes according to the needs of each country is, in gen 
eral, weak and with little participation on the part of the ministries of 
energy. These matters translate into a series of gaps that do not favor 
the combination of expectations and facts, as expressed on the Lima 
Agreement. Sorne of these lacks are presented next: 

The OLADE Member Countries have expressed their will for 
energy integration within the Lima Agreement, based on a broad 
series of objectives. However, not all the countries gíve a hígh prior 
ity to the issue of energy integration. In general, it can be noted that 
the countries' aspirations for regional integration are not compatible 
with their national energy policies. 

2. R.elationship between national policies and energy 
integration 
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In addition, the Ministers of Energy do not participate directly 
or indirectly in most of the international governmental organizations 
involved in the issue of integration, with the exception of the Latin 
American Energy Organization (OLADE) and the Central American 
Regional Energy Forum (FREAC). Neither is there active and direct 
participation of most of the Ministers of Energy in the fora where, in 
their own ríght, they should have the possibility of analyzing com 
mon problems with their counterparts and to desígn and facilitate 
energy integration processes. 

The lack of a relationship between the energy integration poli 
cies and the natíonal energy policies of sorne of the countries in the 
regían also has negative effects on the possibility of identifying the 
means and opportunities that benefit the countries through energy 
integration. In this sense, among the means, we have the interna 
tional government organízations as an extension of their own natíon 
al organizations, and the nongovernmental ones, as an extension of 
their companies (public and private). The vision that these organiza 
tions have of the energy íntegration processes, due to theír perma 
nent ínteractions in the subregional, regional and global processes, 
gives them a global view of the energy problems that are often not 
perceived from the national optics. 

In any case, most of the countries seem to be advancing toward 
tributary neutrality so that the tributary load will be the same both for 
raw materials as well as for end products. 

es. The setting of tariffs for energy imports has the following char 
acteristics: in general, the countries tax hydrocarbon írnports 
exclusively, with advalorern taxes. There is an enormous dispar 
ity in the rate levels, and sorne oil exporting countries maintain 
high tariffs on the importation of reconstituted gasolines and 
diesel oil and refined crude oil. Hydrocarbon exports, in general, 
are not subject to taxation except in sorne countries. In general, 
electricity imports and exports are not subject to taxation. 
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58. Group ofRio, op. cit., section 17. 

• Promotion of the use of efficient and noncontaminating energy 
technologies, both conventional as well as renewable, leading to 
a higher level of knowledge and technical experience in this field. 

• Cooperation to promote investments and encourage the use of 
innovative financia! mechanisms to increase investments in the 
energy sector and increase efficiency in the use of energy and of 
unconventional energy, according to the laws and development 
needs of each country. 

• Cooperation to study ways of optimizing and enabling financing 
mechanisms on the part of the international financia! institutions, 
to support the development of projects in the energy sector, par 
ticularly those related to improving efficiency in energy use and 
those related to unconventional renewable enérgy. 

• Consideration of the means through which to use the energy sec 
tor in promoting sustainable econornic growth. 

If to this we add the lack of participation of the ministries of 
energy in discussions related to resolving the energy commitments 
subscribed by the Presidents in the Summit of the Americas in Miami, 
in December of 1994, the situation would seem particularly complex, 
since the forum in which these mandares as they relate to energy 
should be discussed and coordinated, has not been established. 
Since the Summit of the Americas, the governments have expressly 
admitted that sustainable development requires hemispheric cooper 
ation in the field of energy.ss For this, the governments made the 
commitment to encourage cooperation aimed at studying the ways 
to develop the energy industry in the hemisphere and that are com 
patible with the national strategies for a less costly energy and with 
the activities described in the "Alliance for the sustainable use of 
energy," in the following fíelds: 
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Those organizations who give priority to the energy issue first 
examine physical integration, based on the joint financing and con 
struction of oil and gas pipelines and of electric interconnections, as 
a mechanisms through which to obtain dynamic energy trade trends 
between the countries. Secondly they look at technical cooperation, 
training and transfer of technology, both within the hydrocarbon as 

For others, the issue decidedly is nota priority, although they 
have units dedicated to studying these processes. In the same way, 
other organizations have energy units because they give priority to 
energy integration processes over other Issues. 

For sorne of the international organizations, energy issues or 
energy integration are not a priority and have little relevance outside 
of broader issues. 

3. Priorities given by the international organi:zations 
to energy integration 

Under this spirit of cooperation, the countries are required to 
share their experiences and discuss the advances achieved in carry 
ing out the Actíon Plan. 

For this, the Alliance for the Sustainable Use of Energy states 
that the governments and the private sector will promote more 
access to reliable, dean and lowercost energy services through 
activities and projects that fulfill the economic, social and environ 
mental requirements, within the context of the national goals for sus 
tainable development and within the national legal frameworks. 

• Consideration of the expansion of efforts under way to establish 
electric facilities and other of other types of energy, according to 
the interna! regulatory frameworks and, whenever applicable, fol 
lowing the regional agreements. 
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• Increase of the general efficiency levels of the8 energy sector and 
of the other productive sectors. 

• More energy assurance and reliability. 

• Meeting regional energy dernands. 

• The priority utilization of regional energy resources. 

• The use of energy integration as an instrument to achieve the 
broader objectives of social and economic development. 

• The rationalization of the regional energy balance, by increasing 
the naturalgas and hydropower production. 

Finally, the intemational organizations in general recognize 
that the most importan! elernents in an energy agenda are: 

With regards to integration, one can see a tendency to privilege 
subregional and regional integration over hemispheric integration. 

well as electric sectors. Thirdly, they weigh the application of qualí 
ty standards in the petroleum and gas sector, whereas in the electric 
subsector they give priority to subregional interconnection studies. 
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This region is immensely rich in oil, natural gas and coal 
reserves, as well as in hydropower potential. It is poor in terrns of 
electrícity generation capacity, which is another indication of the 
degree of development. Although the dístríbutíon of energy 

In view of the rapid changes that have given way to the inte 
gration processes, plus those taking place within the countries, the 
governments are hardly able to carry out the adapting and coordina 
tion required to optimize the energy supply. Seemingly, the govern 
ments give priority to interna! reforms, for urgent problems. Within 
this context, energy supply planning loses importance and there is 
less attention given to this activity. Energy, however, is at the foun 
dation itself of development. Therefore, the solution of domestic 
energy problems requires, in a world of market openness with 
dimensions never seen before, an analysis of the interaction between 
the externa! and interna! energy potentials to satisfy the future ener 
gy demands created by economic growth and the needs of a popu 
lation that <loes not have access to the market, all of this within a rea 
sonably protected environment that favors the people's habitat. 

The international organizations have promoted, at the indica 
tion of the governments or through the initiative of the companies 
themselves, energy integration projects about which there is a con 
sensus as to their benefits, based on the shared hydropower devel 
opments where both Central America as well as the MERCOSUR have 
made big efforts that today are concrete works. But thís is not 
enough. Energy and energy integration, in particular, are the means 
to achieve sustainable development, which with regard to its main 
dímensíons is identífíed with economic growth, social equality and 
good environmental management, within a context where sorne of 
these dimensions can be improved without jeopardizing the others. 

1 • Energy integration as part of a regional sustain· 
able development strategy 

VII. Guidelines for a regional· energy policy 
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This whole analysis would have more consistence if, in addi 
tion, projects were to consider the interdependencies between the 
different energy sources, to optimize provisions at the lowest cost, 
preserving nonrenewable sources and ensuríng the supply. Under 
these conditions it would be possíble to increase the region's indus 
trial competitiveness in the international markets, at least wíth 
regards to the cost of energy inputs, and foster economíc growth. 

In thís way, the projects will become a framework of reference 
for potential public or prívate investors or for their associations, 
which will allow to reconcile general and índividual interests and 
carry out concrete transmission and generation or gas pipeline and 
field development projects. 

reserves. 

Energy integration is in itself a partial objectíve of sustainable 
development. However, the analysis should be seen as a series. 
Energy íntegration projects should have a regional dimension, There 
are subregional efforts, in the MERCOSUR, GRAN, MCCA and Group 
of the Three, for electríc and gas interconnections between subre 
gions. However, these studies instead of looking for the profitability 
of individual projects should be carried out lookíng at the region as 
a whole, thinking additionally in terms of a safe supply, followíng the 
sequence of analysis of the interconnections and · gas pipelines 
between subregions and then within them to finally detect the prob 
lems in the national interconnected systems or in the interna! natur 
al gas transportation networks. Likewise, they should establish the 
feasibility of hydropower generation developments that have been 
identified or the thermal generation alternatives and natural gas 

resources is unequal and although the subregional and regional inte 
gration processes could compensate for this in part, these processes 
in themselves are not enough to eliminate the relative backwardness 
of the region with respect to the índustrialízed world. Therefore, the 
competitive disadvantages will continue if appropriate measures are 
not adopted. 
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It is precisely in analyzing these activitíes, among others that 
make up cooperation, that the international energy organizations 
should strengthen their activity and adapt their organizations to the 
structural changes takíng place in the region, to be in better condi 
tíons to face these processes in a participatory way, with the prívate 
players whose participation in this activity becomes more and more 
relevant within the Latín American energy scenario. 

These aspects are experiencing less and less government 
restrictions, due to the support to the regional interest of a safe ener 
gy supply, low energy costs, more efficiency and environmental 
quality, to favor industrial competitiveness in the international mar 
ket. These efforts, however, need to be coordinated. 

There is also a need to reformulate energy prospects within the 
context of the intsgration policies, between or within the blocs, and 
to study matters related to the use of the natural resources of each 
country, free trade through energy transportation, the use of shared 
fields and hydraulic resources, water and crossing rights, the harmo 
nization of regulatory processes and the elimination of tariff and 
nontaríff barriers. 

However, within this context the governments should not for 
get their responsibility with regard to social equality. During times 
when it would seern that the market resolves everything, it seems 
attractive to think that an invisible hand will take care of the dispos 
sessed. Within these responsibilities, the energy sector has to identí 
fy and propase ways to meet the energy needs of the urban margin 
al and isolated rural areas. 

If, in addition, the projects consider their environmental viabil 
ity, within certain standards that do. not jeopardíze the other dimen 
sions of regional development, they will also have contributed to the 
end purpose. 
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The environmental impact stemming from the use of fossil 
resources, the environment of hydropower resources, and transpon 
and distribution networks forces us to recognize that social and eco 
nomic development cannot continue without the adoption of envi 
ronmental protection measures. 

The externa} energy dependence currently prevaílíng in sorne 
of the Latín American and Caribbean countries and subregions 
should be gradually curtail by means of agreements ensuríng region 
al security supply, since the region as a whole is selfsufficíent in 
terms of oil, natural gas and coal, and has an enormous hydropower 
potential, although it <loes suffer from low eled~icity supplies that 
determine its low level of development and as a result undermine its 
competitiveness with respect to the industrialized countries. To 
resolve this problem, efforts have to be renewed to ínterconnect the 
countries and subregions so as to better use their resources and idle 
capacitíes. 

With regard to the players in this process, the goal to be 
reached focuses on the convergence of national, subregional, 
regional, and hemispheric policies, reinforces competitiveness, and 
establishes privatesector and government responsibilities. 

The framework of reference is made concrete through the 
attempt to harmonize the followíng objectives: Meet the needs of 
users equitably and at a mínima/ cost, ensuring supply security and 
adequate environmenta/ protection. 

The member countries are convinced that energy is a central 
factor in socioeconomic activities, Because of this, the identification 
of national energy policies with regional objectives is viewed as piv 
otal for a joint energy policy, 

2. Elements for a latin .American Energy Charter 
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• To promete a dialogue between the regulatory authorities of each 
country, propitiate access to transport networks, eliminare 
monopolistic barriers, and search for the necessary financia! and 
fiscal harmony. 

• To consolidate the regional market as a privileged instrument to 
achieve the needed balance under better economic conditions, 
limiting government intrusiveness to ensure the subordination to 
the common interests. 

Within the framework of the objectives mentioned above, we 
propase the following prioríty actions: 

To encourage the sound operatíon of energy markets, regula 
tions should be limited to a bare mínimum, so that industrial con 
sumers can have access to lowcost energy and meet the objective of 
protecting public services while valuing energy efficiency. 

Technologícal change and increased energy effíciency will 
enable a more moderate growth of energy consumption. Certain low 
consumption levels, however, cannot be restricted by conditions that 
slow down regional development beca use of global emissions. This 
region is the one that has invested the most in this aspect and the orie 
that has contributed the most to reducing global emissions, at the 
expense of heavy financia! debts, whereas the industrialized coun 
tries, with an enermous debt to the global environment, are the cred 
itors of the regional financia! debt. This situation requires greater 
cooperation and the reconciliation of mutual interests to facilítate the 
region's development. 

To contribute to envíronmental protection, the effects stem 
ming from competitiveness should also be harmonized, reasonable 
limits and taxes accompanied by fiscal incentives should be estab 
lished to internalize costs without [eopardízing competitiveness. At 
the same time, the transfer of technology and its contribution to hígh 
er energy efficiency should be prometed. 
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• As for electricity, the interconnection between countries and sub 
regions needs to be developed, to optímíze the use of existing 

• In the area of coal, it is being proposed that the regíon's ímport 
ing countries agree with the exporting countries to conduct an 
intensive research project to find clean coal technologies that 
could be used for electric power generation. 

• In the area of natural gas, the construction of networks between 
countries and subregions should be developed, usíng financial 
mechanisms that promote investments whose profitability will be 
seen over the long term. 

.,;;&- 

• Regarding oil, the region should encourage longterm trade agree 
ments and ensure an appropriate environment for investments in 
explorationexploitation and the transport of crude oil and prod 
ucts, and adaptation of refinery structures that best respond to 
subregíonal and regional interests. 

With regards to supplies, actions in the region should be aimed 
at the followíng: 

• Promote energy efficiency financially and technologically energy 
efficiency. 

• To promote the solution of conflicts arising from increased corn 
petitíveness and the need for environmental protection. 

• To encourage the development of regional energy transport net 
works, particularly regarding electricity and natural gas. 

• To reduce wood and biomass exploitation, to the extent that they 
alter environmental balance, and to promote their substitution for 
natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, and other renewable energy 
sources, and foster the use of a wide variety of sources. 
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Regarding the coordination of previous government actions 
and their interaction with the privare sector, the following is pro 
posed: 
• Develop cooperation agreements between OLADE and AI.ADI to 

coordinate general regional integration policy with energy inte 
gration policy. 

• Develop OLADE cooperation agreements with subregional inte 
gration agencies (MERCOSUR, GRAN, MCCA, G3, CARICOM) in 
order to coordinate the development of energy integration pro 
jects between subregions, transfer of technology, and methodolo 
gíes favoring energy integration processes . ....  

• Develop OLADE cooperation agreements with ARPEL, CIER, and 
CEAC to conduct energy integration studies focusing on oil, nat 
ural gas, and electricity that provide an inventory of projects for 
potential public and/or prívate investors. 

• Draw up agreements between OLADE, energy companies operat 
ing in the region, and cooperation agencies of industrialized 
country for the transfer of technology to ensure higher effícíency, 
enhance energy supply, and reduce environmental impacts in 
each link of the energy chain, from the exploitation of potential 
and reserves to sector consumption. 

• Develop agreements between OLADE and multilateral banks to 
identify new forms of fínancíng for public and/or prívate regional 
energy íntegratíon projects, that would ensure their implementa 
tion within reasonable periods of time and attain the objectives of 
the present proposal. 

A common energy policy for the region, applied by all the 
member countries, would facilitate fairness, security, environmental 
soundness, and prices that would enhance the overall competitive 
ness of Latín America and the Caríbbean, 

capacities and encourage investments in renewable forms of ener 
gy that favor sustainable development. 
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These new integration initiatives are characterized by strong 
subregional consolidation trends and the chaotic proliferation of 
bilateral agreements which, although implying more market liberal 
ization than in the past, could eventually obstruct more thorough 
regional integration. The term "open regionalism,'' coined by the 

Contrary to the first integration inítiatives during the sixties, 
which gathered momentum within a protectionist context, and to 
overcome domestic market constraints and accounts imbalances 
characterizing the industrial substitution model, the new agreements 
are taking place within a framework of growing openness of natíon 
al economies. 

.,.iS lowing: 
The rnaín trends or characteristics that stand out are the fol 

Integration initiatives within Latin America and the Caribbean 
have increased notably during the last few years. In addition to the 
renewal of existing subregional integration agreements, namely, the 
Central American Common Market (MCCA), The Andean Group 
(GRAN), the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), and the Group of 
Three (G3), others have been established, such as the Southern 
Common Market (MERCOSUR). At the same time, over 20 bilateral 
agreements have been entered into since 1986. 

1. Economic integration 

Below we present a summary of the main conclusions drawn 
from the situation described above. We will tackle separately issues 
involving the economic and energy iategration of oil and products, 
natural gas, coal, and electricity, and finally the role of OLADE in 
regional and hemispheric energy integration processes. 

VIH.Conclusions and R.ecommendations 



Even when higher lntraregional trade is coupled with an 
increase in energy trade and integration initiatives, this <loes not 

Since the end of the eighties, strong trade expansion was noted 
wíthin the region, particularly in those countries comprising certain 
blocs (except in the CARICOM area). This tendency, however, 
seems to have been more due to the combined effect of more cpen 
ness, decided unilaterally, and to the use of advantages stemrning 
from geographical proximity or natural complementation opportuni 
ties, than to impacts of the agreements themselves. 

The new integration initiatives reflect the existence of more 
sectoral agreements. They mainly involve industry and the agricul 
tura! sector and, in general, emphasize certain general trade agree 
ments restrictions more than agreements on common strategies. 

Obviously, the unilateral openness policies that predominate in 
the area tend to facilita te attaining the objective of su bregional trade 
líberalízatíon. rrr this sense, all treaties include a timetable for the 
progressive elimination of obstacles to the intrabloc trade proposed, 
with exceptions or special treatment granted to certain products. As 
a single externa! tariff has stíll not been adopted, more flexible crite 
ria or standards would have to be set to ensure this trade liberaliza 
tion. 

As for subregional blocs (MCCA, GRAN, CARICOM, MERCO 
SUR and G3), they have proposed ambitious integration objectives 
that go beyond mere liberalization to intrabloc trade, in an attempt 
to achíeve the status of a customs union or even a common market. 
However, in spite of growing macroeconomic stability in the area, in 
no case has the objectíve of a common externa! tariff been achieved. 

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 
(ECLAC), reflects the characteristics of this trend, where agreements 
based on positive terms have been replaced by those based on neg 
ative lists (except for free trade agreements). 
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There is an uneven distribution of primary energy reserves in 
the regían, and certain comparative advantages can be noted among 
the subregions. In terms of magnitude and geographical location, 
the subregion of the Andean Group is the one with the best position 
in terms of oíl, natural gas and coal, By contrast, however, the MER 
COSUR or Southern Cone subregion is the first among the other sub 
regions in terms of electric power generation, with an important 

The region's electricity consumption (500 KWh/inhabitant) is 
substantially lower than that of índustrialized countries (5,000 
KWh/inhabitant). In the region's countries, the informal economy 
has reached highly significant levels that are not always taken into 
account when forecasting both demand and the energy required to 
ensure better living conditions for the population as a whole. This 
situation has led to small national markets and a low generation 
capacity that generally responds to the needs of the formal economy. 

Primary energy sources (oíl, natural gas, and coal), as well as 
the hydropower potential, are sufficiently abundant to induce eco 
nomic growth. lnsufficient electric power generation capacity and 
lirnited gas production infrastructure, however, are major obstacles 
to development. 

Latin America and the Caribbean have an energy situation that 
could contríbute substantially to improving the international com 
petitiveness of their national industries and ensuring the region's sus 
tainable development. 

2. 1 Assessment 

2. Regional and Hemispheric Energy lntegration 

seem to be a direct or exclusive result of strategies established in the 
treaties or agreements. 
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Goal is another energy source that has been forecast to give 
greater ímpetus to the region's energy trade, as producing and 
importing countries find the way to finance reconversion costs for 

As for natural gas, the Andean Group has the highest amount 
of resources, with a privileged location in the region for its trading 
with Central America, similar to the situation encountered with the 
reservoirs in southern Mexico. The Andean Group is also a potential 
supplier for MERCOSUR, from Venezuela to Bolivia and Peiu. A 
study of these aspects needs to be conducted for the regíon's coun 
tries to optimize supply and channel prívate investment to projects 
aimed at ensuring supply security over the long term. Lower natur 
al gas transport capacity in the region is one of the main reasons for 
low consumption. 

Regarding oíl products, one can see that in most countries pro 
cessing capacity is not adapted to the consumption structure; 
because of th1s there are surpluses and shortages of oil products that 
are traded within the region, although at high freight costs. A project 
aimed at studying the problems that arise from underoptimization in 
the use of refinery capacity on the region's market could provide 
good opportunities for investments in process units, the relocation or 
installation of new refineries. Thus, business opportunities would be 
compatible with the region's longterrn supply security objectives. 

With respect to oíl, the Andean Group and Mexico have con 
siderable potential, with a good chance to create suitable conditions 
for regional supply security. The differences in the regional distrib 
ution of reserves and consurnptíon provide broad potential for com 
plementation. 

hydropower component due to the lack of hydrocarbons and the 
large concentration of hydraulic potential in this subregion. In 
Central America, the progress achieved in electric interconnectíons is 
creating the conditions needed to ensure electric power supply secu 
rity for the subregion. 
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MERCOSUR and the Andean Group have been the most 
dynamic regions with regards to this new scheme, giving priority to 

These incipient regional integration processes have created 
energy trade currents with a majar híke in exports of oíl and prod 
ucts, as well as coal, in the region's countries. The largest increases 
starting occurring as of 1990, when trade was redirected to the 
regional market, with regards to the exports of the abovementioned 
products. This has been possible, in part, dueto assistance of finan 
cia! institutions such as the Andean Development Corporation (CAF) 
and the Latin American Export Bank (BLADEX). 

Prívate enterprise will find more and more opportunities with 
in this process to invest capital and technology.i.. as is already occur 
ring in sorne countries that have established a total openness or líke 
others that are complementing state supply with private supplies. 

With respect to electric power, the abovementioned Iow gen 
eration capacity can be partially offset by subregional interconnec 
tions, which would allow hydrological complementation and the use 
of existing surplus capacities, whether shared or not, whose costs 
would thus be better distributed. The subregional and regional inte 
gration processes will create large markets with the expansion of 
transmission lines. Seasonalities could be compensated more effec 
tively; hydrocarbon price fluctuations could also be neutralized by a 
safer supply that would not depend exclusively on thermal sources; 
better use would be made of the total installed capacity by supplying 
the peak demands scaled over time; idle capacities could be 
employed without having to transfer the cost overruns to users; and 
electric power supply would shed its monopolistic character, as elec 
tricity becomes a negotiable good on the continent. 

clean uses. Thís would contribute to rationalizing and diversifying 
the energy balance of the countries and, in the case of oílproducíng 
countries, would free an important volume of fue! oíl to be exported 
to other regions. 
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Thus, the need to reformulate energy prospects as a result of 
integration policies between or within the blocs and to study the 
shared use of each country's natural resources, free trade through 

Beyond the bilateral and subregional agreements, there is evi 
dence of energy integration between the blocs that tends to favor. 
regional integration. The most recent evidence is the series of agree 
ments and studies taking place in the G3 and which, in the energy 
sector, has led to an electric power interconnection project between 
three blocs: NAFfA, Central America, and GRAN, although within 
sorne of them there has still has been no major advance in terrns of 
interconnections. Likewise, the CIER studies on electric power inter 
connections in South America advocate the integratíon of GRAN, 
MERCOSUR, and Chile in one big ring that would optimize existing 
hydropower capacities and would grant priority to projects whose 
implementation by individual countries alone could not be justified, 
The Central American Electric Interconnection System (SIPAC), 
although · it is subregional, will eventually enable interblock inter 
connections. 

2.2 Perspectives 

These commercial trends, which do not depend on fixed net 
works, highlight the potential that electricity and natural gas have as 
regional physical integration processes intensify, with the elimina 
tion of prevailing barriers in the regíon regarding trade, regulatory 
frameworks, mobility of productive factors and capital flows. 

exports to other countries within the same subregion. A similar trend 
can be seen in the MCCA, which although ít is a net importing sub 
region has increased the countries' export shares between the coun 
tries of the same subregion, as has been the case of gasolines, diesel 
oíl, fuel oil, LPG and asphalts. In these subregions, it is apparent that 
there are significant trade flows within subregional blocs. 
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Oíl and products: In exploratton what stands out are the joint 
projects between PEMEX of Mexico and RECOPE of Costa Rica, as 
well as with Cuba. YPF of Argentina has also conducted explorato 
ry work in Ecuador and is searching for hydrocarbons with PETRO 
BRAS of Brazil and with the ENAP Chile subsidiaries. In the latter 
case, this has led to the joint exploitation of a reservoir in Argentina. 
Also noteworthy is the work of PDVSA of Venezuela and PETRO 
BRAS of Brazil, geared to establishing a joint petroleum and natural 
gas exploration and production company. 

The main actions carried out in each activity and that could lead 
to further or new actions are the following: 

Energy integration processes should have a regional scope. 
Studíes should be conducted considering the regían as a whole, that 
is, after a series of analyses of the interconnections and gas pipelines 
both between subregions and within them, to finally detect the prob 
lems in the national interconnected systems or in the natural gas 
transport networks. In turn, the viability of hydropower generation 
enterprises that have been identífíed should be established, or the 
generation alternatives and natural gas potentials and reserves. 
Thus, the projects will become the framework of reference for pub 
líe and private investors or their partners, enabling the implementa 
tion of concrete transmission and generation or gas pipeline projects. 
This analysis would be even more consolidated if, in addition, the 
projects were to consider the interdependence between different 
energy sources, to optimize leastcost supply. Within these condi 
tions it would be possible to increase the region's competitiveness, at 
least with regard to energy inputs. 

energy transport, the use of shared reservoirs and hydraulic 
resources, water rights and ríghtsofway, the harmonization of reg 
ulatory processes, and the elimination of tariff and nontariff barriers 
has emerged. 



Trade involving the purchase of equipment and materials for 
the oil industry, amounting to about US$7 billion a year, wíth almost 
40% of it coming from outside the region, is another aspect that mer 
its attention. 

The San José Accord was established between the Central 
American countries, Mexico and Venezuela, as a consequence of the 
high oil costs for oílírnportíng countries stemming from the oil price 
hike during the two oil shocks of 197374and197980. Although the 
oilimporting countries included in this agreernent were initially able 
to ensure their supply of crude oil and the facilities specífíed therein 
during a period of scarcity and high prices, the subsequent oil mar 
ket situation later rendered the agreement less attractive. In any 
case, this type of agreement can be a model to be followed, refined, 
and applied in future. To encourage intraregional trade of oil and 
products, however, it is important to include innovating mechanisms 
in the contracts to enable a reliable and stable provision that fosters 
these íntraregíonal exchanges. 

In Central Ameríca, although there are different institutional sit 
uations, since sorne of the refíneries are privately owned whereas 
others are state property, it would be worth analyzing sorne of the 
integration possibilities, such as the joint purchase of crude oil 
and/ or oil products required by domestic markets, to obtaín better 
príces than they are able to individually, or the possibilíty of building 
a refinery to supply the requirements of the entire Central American 
market, owned jointly through a joint venture between the countries 
and prívate companies. Although there are geopolítícal difficulties 
with this alte'fnative, a study showing the economic convenience of 
such a decision, in comparison with continuing with current condi 
tions, could provide the elements needed to surmount that difficulty. 

With regareis to oil production, in addition to the abovemen 
tioned partnership between YPF of Argentina and ENAP subsidiarles 
in Chile, we can mention the participation of private Argentine com 
panies in marginal areas of Venezuela. 
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With regard to electricity, shared hydropower developments 
under the current scheme have rnade a major contribution to ínte 
gration. As a result of significant technological breakthroughs in elec 
tríe power transport, especially híghvoltage power over long dis 
tances, not only national hydropower potentials but also other forms 

As for coal, in view of the availability of Colombian coal that is 
apt for the iron and steel industry and the requirements of Argentina 
and Brazil for this type of use, it would be advisable to establish bilat 
eral supply agreements to íncrease the regional trade. 

As has been indicated, the GRAN countries, due to their loca 
tion in the continent, are in a privileged position to market the abun 
dance of available natural gas, taking advantage of the huge trade 
opportunities for MERCOSUR and Central American markets. 

MERCOSUR supply forecasts, based on the potential of 
Argentina, Bolivia and Peru, points to certain weaknesses that will 
become apparent over the medium term, dueto the rather exagger 
ated assumption that 100% of the natural gas potential will be dis 
covered. The supply from Venezuela, presumably toward Manaos, 
Brazil, for an interconnection with a Brazilian gas pipeline to Sao 
Paulo, will allow greater coverage than that estimated for the MER 
COSUR supply, ensuring supply security for the region's countries 
for a long period of time. 

With regard to natural gas, the interconnection between the 
countries of the River Plate Basin and Chile would facilítate the 
development of a subregional market, through a gas pipeline net 
work that enable trade under advantageous conditions. 

The trade of technological and managerial capacity could lead 
to an exceptional flow between the state oil companies of Mexico, 
Brazil, and Venezuela and private companies in Argentina and com 
panies in countries with relatively lower petroleum development. 
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• Toward the joint operation of the generator park of those systems 
that are already interconnected. 

Electric integration could be strengthened in severa! senses: 

Finally, the power systems of Mexico and Colombia have 
attained a high leve! of national integration, in whích the main 
regional electric subsystems of each country are already intercon 
nected. Here we can see two poles that would allow the intercon 
nection between North and South America, going through the 
Central American isthmus. 

The Central American Isthmus power systems that are current 
ly interconnected in two blocs are waiting for the interconnection 
between Honduras and El Salvador or between Guatemala and 
Honduras to close up the system, thus ensuring supply for this sub 
region. 

In addition, the interconnection between hydropower projects 
of different water basins will help to mitigate the random narure of 
rainfall and further foster integration possibilities or, as can be seen 
between Argentina and Brazil, complement the respective surpluses 
of thermal and hydropower capacity. Closing links in South America 
would envisage a future large interconnection between the Brazilian 
centralsouth and northeastern systems, extended to Manaos and 
Guri in Venezuela, which would allow linking the Andean .and 
Atlantic zones. The link between Peru and the centralsouth of Brazil 
through Bolivia would close this bíg ring and allow the optimization 
of the hydropower resources in South America, both with regards to 
the better uséof the climatic and time zone variations as well as with 
the better use of the equipment. 

of power generation, have made an important contribution to ener 
gy integration. 
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The fact that the financia! problems of electric power utilities 
have led to a resurgence of thermal generation, within a framework 
of innovative schemes, means that these forms are not neutral in 
environmental terms. The installation and operation of small and 
mediumsized thermal generation units, especially diesel plants for 
base load, in spíte of their economic and envíronmental inferíority 
over the long term, leads us to conclude that certain new forms of 

In addition to financing diffícultíes, leading to delays in starting 
up previously scheduled projects, there are otherdífflculties arising 
from the investments required by development programs to meet 
marginal urban needs and the needs of isolated communities in 
terms of health, education, housing, social infrastructure, and the 
more sophisticated forms of electricityintensíve consumption that 
accompany economic growth. 

Within the Latín American and Caribbean electric power sector 
there are new forms of financing that are already beíng applied. 
However, these new schemes are limited to mediumsized projects, 
typically about 100 MW of thermal generation. Larger projects being 
implemented are still being implemented under a conventional 
financial scheme. In most countries there are still quite a few barriers 
to the prívatecapital involvement and its range of options. 

3. lnvestments and finc:mdng 

• Toward more coordination in the use of the prímary resources and 
in planning the expansion of the respective electric systems. 

• Toward more multilateral cooperation between the countries 
sharing developments in a same basín, exploring the possibílities 
offered by the coordinated management of cascade reservoirs and 
the benefits that derive from the further regulation of the basin. 
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Sorne of the organizations within which integration policies are 
being discussed and decided on do not deem that energy and ener 
gy integration are relevant issues, which means that Iowcost energy 
is ignored as a factor to be considered in increasing the internation 
al competitiveness of the subregions. 

Although the issue of energy as a rule is essential for broad 
commercial, industrial and economic integration processes, the 
Ministers of Energy are not participating directly in all of the organí 
zations or working groups where energy integration is being dís 
cussed and initiatives and decisions being taken. The same occurs 
with their particípatíon in the region's energy organization. Because 
of this, the linkage between national energy policies and subregion 
al and regional energy integration processes is apt to be incongruent, 
thus becoming an obstacle to these processes. 

There is a wide varíety of different international agencies 
involved in resolving regional energy issues. lt istherefore ímportant 
to ensure a more adequate division of the work, create a suitable 
communication network and complementary inf ormation systems to 
coordinate operations. 

4. lnstitutional aspects 

Energy integration processes in the region are thus a means to 
revitalize energy supply with hydropower, facilitare the penetration 
of natural gas in the subregions, restructure the capacity of the 
refineries, and find new technologies for the clean use of coal. The 
attractiveness of these projects for the countries, utilities and financ 
ing agencies could lead to a new approach to regional supply, one 
that would be more in tune with sustainable development objectives. 

financing in the electric sector do not contribute and are not enough 
to meet sustainable developmerit requirements. 
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These projects, however, are not the result of an isolated inter 
est of OLADE. They arise from concerns expressed in different 
Organization activities financed by UNDP, IDB, World Bank, 
European Union and member countries, as well as the results stem 
ming from the ECLACOLADE agreement, sponsored by the German 

As for OLADE, it was able to establish ties with public and pri 
vate organizations for new projects in the region, focusing on the 
issues referred to above. As a result, a series of project proposals 
were prepared and submitted to public and privare organizations 
from Europe, the United States and the regíon itself. 

The theme of the Second Energy Conference of Latin America 
and the Caribbean (ENERLAC 95) was Energy Integration and 
PrívateSector Participation. This was a propitious occasion because, 
in additíon to technical discussions, there were n0cVV" opportunities for 
energy negotiations in the prívate sector, which promoted this event, 
with OLADE playing an important role in fostering expectations. 

S. The role of OLADE within regional and hemispheric 
integration proeesses, 

Physical integration Coi! and gas pipelines, electric intercon 
nections) is of primary irnportance for giving ímpetus to regional 
energy trade. However, projects are analyzed individually, without 
ensuríng the supply of each nonrenewable source over the long 
term and without studying alternative sources in the event of their 
depletion. 

It seems that, within sorne international organizations, there is 
more political and operational coherence with respect to subregion 
al and regional integration. This would seem to contradíct the com 
mitments made by the region's Heads of State regarding hemispher 
ic integration. 
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Thus the groundwork will have been created, through agree 
ments between Energy Ministers of the member countries, to favor 
energy integration in the region and foster the prívatesector interests 

In view of the above, it seems important for member countries 
to draw up an initial agreement without any binding legal obligation, 
referred to as the Energy Charter for Latín America and the 
Caribbean, to provide a common framework of reference to harmo 
nize the national energy policies of each country with the region's 
overall energy policy, including energy integration processes. This 
would facilitate financing schemes from international financial insti 
tutions, promete capital investment without undermining the inter 
na! legislation of each country, and permit the use energyeffícíent 
technologies essentially for the purpose of supporting the develop 
ment of the projects required by the region in that sector. 

More recently, the Surnmít of the Americas made commitments 
to carry out a series of common energy actions. The Presidents of the 
Group of Rio made it clear in their Quito Declaration of September 
1995 that it recognizes the need to use regional energy sources as a 
príority, There is therefore a consensos that regional and herní 
spheric energy cooperation should be fostered by implementing 
plans and programs that are compatible with natíonal strategies and 
as an instrumeñt to achieve sustaínable development objectives. 
Within this context, OLADE by virtue of its standing as the region's 
energy forum representing the energy ministers of the member coun 
tries, seems to be the appropriate instrument to coordinate and 
implement whatever common actions the Meeting of Ministers 
decides to undertake to reach these objectives. 

Technical Cooperation Agency (GTZ). On the basis of case studies 
conducted in Chile, Colombia and El Salvador, the latter project was 
able to identify those aspects involved in matching energy and devel 
opment policies and achieving a convergence of these policies with 
a regional energy policy that would accompany economic integra 
tion processes. 
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and international cooperation efforts to ensure trade and investments 
using a sustainable development approach. 


